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Air Quality Monitoring Programme 3

1 Introduction
The 1lth mission to Egypt covered the period 21,.2- 4.3. 1999.The mission was
undertaken by senior scientist Oddvar Rgyset in cooperation with Bjarne
Sivertsen.

Oddvar Rgyset, chemical analysis expert, performed the work carried out in
this mission. Of the work programme activities A - I, the following tasks were
covered:

E. Training
Follow up the procedures implemented during the 10. Mission, and on
the job training at CEHM, Cairo University, for personnel from
CEHM and NIS

F. QA/QC
Update SOPs and develop new SOPs to be used in the EIMP Air
Quality Manual

H. Reference laboratory
Make recommendations to the preparation of QA standards for SOa,

NO2 and lead to be used at CEHM

The work in this mission was mainly focused towards the follow up of the
methods implemented during the 10. Mission. The work also included on the
job training of the staff at the Centre for Environmental Hazards and Mitigation
(CEHM) at the Cairo University and the Reflab. Water at Ain Shams
University and NIS. The follow up work included training included sampling
and chemical analysis methods for NO2, SO2, TSP, PMro, passive sampling
(NOz, SO2) as well as a method for collection of dustfall from the air. New
training included implementation of a method for determination of lead in air,
based on EPA-procedures, and on quality control and data storage procedures.

EfMP NILU OR 38/99



4 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

2 A. lnstitutional support
No activity during this mission

3 B. Design of mon¡toring programme
No activity during this mission.

4 C. Procurement of equipment, hardware
and software

No activity during this mission.

5 D. Data management
No activity during this mission.

N|LU OR 38/99 gfi'tp



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 5

6 E. Training
On the job training of the staff at Centre for Environmental Hazards Mitigation
(CEHM) at the Cairo University, Giza and NIS. The training waas focused on
procedures for data storage, data presentation, data evaluation and quality
control for the determination of SO2, NO2, TSP/PM16 and dustfall (using dust
buckets).

The training included one person from the NIS

The training programme had the activities listed below and was performed by
Oddvar Rpyset. The preliminary training program schedule is given in
appendices.

6.1 22.2.1999 - EIMP office
Meeting with Ulla Lund.

o Status of new equipment ordered.
o Determination of lead in air. Procedures recommended by CAIP (Cairo Air

Improvement project ) were evaluated. It was decided to recommend the
procedures from Environment Protection Agency (EPA;
o 40CFR ChI(7-l-96), Part 50, appendix G (digestion by nitric acid and

determination by flame atomic absorption spectrometry)
o Method 60108 (ICP-AES, inductively coupled plasma atomic

emission spectromentry)
o Arrange meeting with Saad Hassan form Ain Shams Reflab water to

discuss QA-QC procedures for SOa, NO2, lead.

6.2 23.2.99 - EIMP Office
Prepared procedures for data storage and lead in air

Meeting with Anwar Ahmed regarding status for new equipment. The status for
the new equipment is:

sfvp NILU OR 38/99
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6.3 24.2.99 - CEHM Cairo University
Discussed possible problems of the analysis procedures implemented in
October/November 1998.

Lecture on procedures for data storage and security

6.4 25.2.99 - EIMP office
Evaluation of data produced by CEHM..

Investigations of the system for VOC.

Evaluations of procedures for lead in air

6.5 28.2.99 - CEHM, Cairo University
Lecture on procedures for lead in air.

40CFR Ch I(7-1-96), Part 50, appendix G (digestion by nitric acid and

determination by flame atomic absorption spectrometry).

Method 60108 (ICP-AES, inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectrometry.

Discussion of quality control procedures.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Eouioment tvoe Status pr.23.2.99
Autosampler forthe Dionex DX'100 lon
Chromatograph (recommended the
Gilson 222XL type or equivalents)

ca 75000 Under evaluation by dr.
Ahmed Soliman/Anwar
Ahmed to find a modelwith
the correct specif ications.

Water treatment system for production
of pure water

ca 50000 ln Cairo

New microbalance for TSP with larger
weighing chamber to fit for 10"x8"
highvolum filters

ca 25000 It was decided to use a
Sartorius balance in the
store.

Laboratory shaking machine for the
extraction of NO2 tubes

1 3000-
1 5000

Cairo airport 27.2.99

Computer 7000 Received Nov. 1998.
Desiccator 1 300 Cairo airport 27.2.99
Filtration eouioment for dustfall 3000 Cairo airoort 27.2.99
Volumetric flasks of 1000 ml, 10 units 1 500 Cairo airport 27.2.99

NILU OR 38/99 EfMP



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 7

6.6 29.2.99 - CEHM Cairo University
Discussions of quality of data produced by the laboratory from November 1998
to January 1999.

o Data for Alex for SO2 is lower than expected. No obvious reason is found
o Some strange values for Alex in February 1999, high Cl-values (possible

seaspray, or burning of Cl-containing plastic trash in the vicinity of the
stations).

Method comparison between NILU and CEHM for the determination of NO2

and SO2 by passive samplers.

The passive samples for comparison were taken by 2 parallel colocated passive
samplers at the Cairo, AbuZabel station from 21.10.98 to 02.11.98. The
following results were obtained for filters leached into 5 ml of solution. The
agreement was satisfactory, as the deviations were within 25 Vo.

NILU CEHM CEHM/NILU

Noz ug NOz/ml 1 .13 0.93 0.82

soz Ug SOz-S/ml 1.2 1.49 1.24

Delivered updated Excel templates for the storage and graphical presentation of
data for SO2, NO2, SO2-passive, No2-passive, TSP/PM¡6, lead, dustfall.

Further discussions about the Gilson autosampler. Discussions of need for
possible new equipment.

6.7 3.3.99 - CEHM, Cairo University,
Lecture on quality control.

Discussions regarding quality of data for SO2 and NO2 in Cairo and
Alexandria.

EIMP office

New equipment needs.

Updated EIMP Air quality manual with new procedures.

Prepared lecture on quality control procedures

Writing mission report

Investigation on VOC equipment.

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99



I Air Quality Monitoring Programme

7 F. QA/QC

7.1 SOPs
Follow up and training have been performed for the 8 methods where SOPs
was developed, as listed below:

7.2 OA/QC samples and presentat¡on
The level of quality control needed was discussed with Ulla Lund, and it was
decided that three types of quality control samples was needed, one for SO+= ,

NOz- and lead. The two former is recommended to prepare locally by Reflab
water, while for lead a commercial standard sample from Spex industries,
USA, was recommended. For lead two additonal certified reference materials
from NIST (Urban fly ash and Urban particulate matter) was recommended.

The CEHM -laboratory had access to a specially developed program for
presentation of quality assurance data. The program is developed by VKI in
Denmark and has the name Quality. Personnel from the laboratory have got
training on the use of this program, but the program has yet not been
implemented for routine use.

Action Parameter Procedure name

Follow up SOz Procedure for sampling and analysis of SOz in air by
use of a filterpack sampler

Follow up NOz Procedure for sampling and analysis of NOz in air
lodide absorption method

Follow up Passive SOz
and NOo

Procedure for sampling and analysis of NOz and SOz
in air bv the use of oassive samolers.

Follow up TSP, PMro Procedure for sampling and analysis of suspended
particulates in air bv the use of a hiqhvolume sampler

Follow up Dustfall Procedure for sampling and analysis of dust fallout
from the air

Uodated oA-oc EIMP Air Oualitv QA-QC-orocedures
New Lead Recommendation for EPA 40CFR50G. EPA 60108
New Data Data storaqe

NILU OR 38/99 rfi'lp



Air Quality Monitoring Programme

I G. Monitoring
No activity during this mission.

9 H. Reference laboratory
Training of 1 person from the NIS was performed

10 l. Gomponent Go-ordination
No activity during this mission.

I
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Appendix A

People and colleagues

11
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme 13

People and colleagues
The following persons participated in the training program

In addition I also had the pleasure to meet

Dr. Tarek El Arabv, manaser of CEHM CEHM
Dr. Hesham Mohamed El Araby, manager of information and data
analysis laboratory

CEHM

The address for mailing is
Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah
Department of chemistry
Faculty of Science
Cairo University
Giza
EGYPT
Tel.202 567 4843 job (202 518 7785 private)
email : ahmedsoliman cr frcu.eun.eg

Name Participation
during 11.
mission

Location

Dr. Ahmed Soliman Abd Ellah, laboratory
mana0er

X CEHM

Dr Amanv Taher, ass. laboratorv manaoer X CEHM
Hanv Nabil X CEHM
Dr. Gehad Genidv X CEHM
Mohammed Abd El Mauoood CEHM
Shireen Ali CEHM
Kamla Moustafa X CEHM
Moustafa Morad X CEHM
Mona Moneer Ain Shams

Universitv
Wagdi Mahmoud Khedr Ain Shams

Universitv
Basma Salia X NIS

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99
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Appendix B

E. Training
El Preliminary time schedule for training

E2 Lectures given

15
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme

El Preliminary time schedule for training
Oddvar Røyset, NILU, Norway,

chemical analysis expert.

17

Sunday 21.2 Arrival in Cairo at about 17:50 with
Lufthansa

Monday 22.2
11:30

Discussions at EIMP office
. Status on new equipment ordered,
. QA/QC procedures of Ain Shams,

how to proceed
. Procedure for lead in air - go through

EPA docs. and decide which
procedure to recommend

Ulla
Ulla

Ulla

14:00 Air section meeting 14:00. Planning of
activities

a LM,BS,OR, MF,
JS

r Settino uD mv PC in EIMP network. EIMP experts
Tuesday 23.2
09:00
09:13:00
14:00 - 16:00

EIMP office.
. Status new equipment
. Further planning and preparation of

procedures
. Visit at CEHM. Staff meeting at 14:00

Making agreements with CEHM staff
regarding ORs program. NB. Need a
whiteboard and overhead

Anwar

Wednesday 24.2.
10:00-15:00

CEHM Cairo University
Discuss with Ahmed Soliman and co-
workers.
. Status of procedures implemented in

Nov. 1998. Discuss possible problems
regarding the methods for
. SOz - Problems with leakage of

filterholders for SO2.
. NO2, passive sampling, dustfall,

TSP/PM16.
r Status of new equipment ordered

November.
. The new microbalance for TSP/PM16

OR
Ahmed Soliman
Armany Taher
CEHM
coworkers
Ain Shams
MM,WMK
NIS (Basma)

Thursday 25.2
10:00-15:00

Visit at.CEHM. Further discussions.
. Data storage and data presentations.
. Excel reporting tools. lt would be fine if

all analysis of
SO2/NO2/Du stf al lÆS P/Pass ive
sampling were entered into Excel and
printed out.

. Evaluation of data, using data graphs
for evaluating quality of analysis.

. Data storage procedures (Archives for
site forms, worksheets, chromato-
grams, storage of data files from ion
chromatographs - file structure,
backup).

OR
Ahmed Soliman
Armany Taher
CEHM
coworkers
Ain Shams
MM,WMK
NIS (Basma)

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99
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Sunday 28.2
10:00-15:00

Visit at CEHM. Procedure for determi-
nations of lead (Pb). Go through
. EPA 40CFR-50 Part G (digestion and

flame AAS-analysis)
¡ EPA 60108 (lCP-AES-analysis)

OR, Ahmed
Soliman
Armany Taher,
CEHM
coworkers,
Ain Shams
MM,WMK
NIS lBasma)

Monday 1. 3
10:00 -1 1 :00

EIMP office.
Meeting with Saad Hassan from Ain
Shams Reflab Water QA-QC procedures
for SO4, NO2, lead (NIST 1648b).

Writinq mission report.

Ulla, Saad
Hassan

Tuesday 2.3
10:00 - 14:00

Visit at CEHM
. QA-QC Procedures for SO4, NO2,

lead.
. The use of the Quality data program

from VKI (Denmark).
. Questions about GC method of VOC

(canisters, injection)

OR, Ahmed
Soliman
Armany Taher,
CEHM
coworkers, Ain
Shams
MM,WMKNIS
(Basma)

Tuesdav 2. 3 EIMP office. Writinq mission report.
Wednesday 3. 3
10:00 - 12:00

Visit CEHM. Closure of visit and summing
uo. Future work.

Thursday 4.3 Departure Cairo (03:35) to Oslo by
Lufhansa

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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E2Lectures given

19

Lead in particulate matter in air

. EPA 40 CFR 50 part G

- Cutting of highvolume filters
. IJse apizza cutter (!) or a scissor

. Cut out a ll4 or 1/8 of the filter

. Be careful not to loose particular material

. Transfer to a beaker

. If necessary cut filter into small pieces

Lead in particulate matter in air

. EPA 40 CFR 50 part G

- Digestion of filters -Hot extraction proc.
. Fold filter into beaker, add 15 ml of 3.0 M HNO3
. Boil for 30 min., cool to room temperature
. Transfer to 100 ml flask
. Rinse filter in beaker with 40 ml DI. water
. Transfer to flask
. Rinse filter twice with DI. water
. Make up to 100 ml

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99



20 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Lead in particulate matter in air

. EPA 40 CFR 50 part G

- Analysis by ICP-AES or FAAS
. Standards 0.1 - 10 ¡rg Pb/ml

- Prepare from Pb(NOr)2 salt to 1000 pg Pb/ml stocks
* Or commercial available standards 1000 pg Pb/ml

. Matched with the same HNO3-conc as samples

. 'Wavelength ICP-AES 220.353 nm

. Wavelength FAAS 283.3 or 2I7.0 nm

Lead in particulate matter in air

. EPA 40 CFR 50 part G

- Quality control
. Standards from Spex Industries, USA

- 1000 pg Pb/ml in I 7o HNO3

. Reference materials from NIST

- NIST 1633a Coal fly ash

N|LU OR 38/99 ElMP



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 21

Lead in particulate matter in air

. EPA 40 CFR 50 part G

- Calculations

C"*l¡rgPb I m3l -
(Cru - Før).I00ml

V"'Fp

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99
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Data Storage

. Storage time 5 years

. Data must be available for inspection and
easy acces

. Stable storage media

- Tape

_ CD-ROM

- ZlP-drive diskettes

- Mirror harddisk (extra harddisk in PC)

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Data storage

. Storage of forms and printouts

. IJse binders

- Site forms

- Worksheets for instruments

- Cromatogram printouts

N|LU OR 38/99 gfi'rp



Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Data storage

. Dionex Peaknet datastorage
. Major directory YYMM (9901,9902 etc.)

. Data directory Comp_MMDD (SO2_0201 etc.)

. Example directory C:\9901

- C:\9901\SO2_020l\Peaknet analysisfiles

- C:\990 1\lr{O2-0203\Peaknet analysisfiles

- C:\9901\0205\Peaknet analysisfiles

23

Data storage

. Peaknet database
. Peaknet stores calcultated results in an MS Access

database

. Stored in "C:\peaknet\databaseþeaknet.mdb"

. Each year, make a copy of the database

- name "peaknet_990t _99l2.mdb"
. Empty peaknet.mdb database each year

. Backup the database, together with the results on the
ZIP drive

rfvp N|LU OR 38/99
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Data storage

. Backup system

- Miror harddisk
. Extra harddisk in PC (drive E)
. Used for copy of drive C

- ZIP drive diskettes
. Connected to serial port (or installed in PC)
. Capacity of about 100 MB
. Copy for backup storage

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Data storage

. Backup procedure
. Each day

- Copy new datadirectoory to minor harddisk

. Each week

- ZIP &ive copy of YYMM directory of minor harddisk

. Each month

- ZIP &ive copy of YYMM directory. Label disk YYMM
. Each year

- Store 12ZIP drives in safe place

- Empty mirror harddisk and start over for new year

N|LU OR 38/99 EfMP



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 25

Quality Control

. Field blanks
. One filter is sent to the station.butnot exposed
. One field blank per station per week
. Mark with a RED LABEL so not mixed
. Analyse the field blank as a sample

. Log of field blanks in a Excel workbook and a binder

. Make action if field blanks increase

. IJse field blanks for estimation of the detection limit.
Dl=3*standard dev. of field blanks

Quality Control

. Quality Control samples
. Prepared by another authorised body

. REFERENCE LAB }VATER - AIN SHAMS
UNIVERSITY

. Stock solutions

. SO4 1000 ¡rg SO4/ml

. NO2 1000 pg NO2/ml

. Lead 1000 ¡rg Pb/ml Spex Industries, USA
NIST Coal fly ash/Urban part. matter

rfi'rp N|LU OR 38/99
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Quality Control

. Quality control samples

- Daily working QC-samples
. SO4 1.00 and 10.0 pg SO4/ml
. NO2 1.00 and 10.0 prg NO2/ml
. Lead 1.00 and 10.0 ¡rg Pb/ml
. Lead digests from NIST reference materials

- Analyse at least TWICE each day where analysis
are performed

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Quality Control

. Quality control samples

. Presentation

- X-Charts Plot of accuracy
. Plot of results for QC-samples versus time

- R-Charts Plot of precision
. Plots of results of difference between parallel 1 and

parallel 2 of each QC sample versus time

. Presentation by "Quality progÍam"
developed by VKI, Denmark

N|LU OR 38/99 EfMP
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Quality Control

. Quality control samples

. Action limits

- Warning limit 2xst.dev. of QC-sample
-- Action limit 3*st.dev. of QC-sample

. Action if
. I result outside Action limit
. 3 following results outside Warning limit

27

Quality Control

. Graphical presentation of results

- High values
. Contamination ?

. Sampled for more than one day ?

. Prefilter black ?

- Low values
. Power failure ?

. Impregnation of filter not OK ?

. Filter damaged, filter broken ?

EfMP NILU OR 38/99
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Quality Control

. Graphical presentation of results

- Compare NO, and at the same station

- Compare with neighbouring stations where
available

- Compare with monitor results, daily averages

- Compare with other environmental parameters
. Traffic
. Wind speed and wind direction

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Quality Control

. If problems occur

. Make notes
. in the site forms, which are archived
. in the Excel analysis workbook

. Make action as soon as possible

. Contact Site responsible person

. Contact laboratory manager

. Fix problems - gather experience on how to
avoid problems in the future

N|LU OR 38/99 rfNp
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Quality Control

. Audit trail logs

- Archives must be kept in'good order

- All electronic data must be stored in a safe way

. Data availability for at least 5 years for all data
of relevance for the quality of the results
delivered

Quality Control

. Air Quality Manual

- Available to users !

- Always updated with correct version of procedures!
. Issue no.

. Revision date

. Printed date

- Outdated procedures must be removed from the
laboratory and the Air Quality Manual!

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99
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Appendix G

F QA/QC
EIMP Air Quality Manual. Standard

Operational Procedures for
Wet Chemistry analysis methods.
New methods implemented during

the 11. Mission.

31
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Standard Operational Procedures for Wet Chemistry
analysis methods

Determination of lead in suspended particulate
matter collected from ambient air

Oddvar Rgyset
Norwegian Institute for Air Research, NILU, Norway

Table of contents

L. Introduction ........
2. Quality control

33
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..2

Determination of lead in suspended
particulate matter collected from ambient air

Page 1 of2 pages

Printed date: 99.03.08
Dare: 01.03.99
Issue no: 001
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L. Introduction
The determination of lead in suspended particulate matter in ambient and urban air is
performed according to procedures developed by the U.S Environmental Protection
Agency -EPA.

The preparation offilters, digestion offilters, are carried out according to the procedure:

40 CFR, Part 50, Appendix G (40CFRCh.I(7-L-96 Edition)). Reference methodfor the
determination of lead in suspended pørticulate matter collected from ambient air,

The determination of lead in the solution achieved from the digestion, may be achieved
in two ways.

Determination by flame AAS according to the method above (40CFRCh.I(7-I-96
Edition)). Alternatively the determination may be performed with inductively coupled
plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) according to the method:

Method 60108 Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry. Revision 2,

December 1996. US EPA.

The latter method is recommended since CEHM have a modern ICP-AES instrument

2. Quality control
The digestion of particulate matter should be checked by a certified reference material.
This material should be digested according to the procedure in (4OCFRCh.I(7-I-96
Edition)). Digest 100 mg of the material with 15 ml of the 3 M HNO3 solution used for
the digestion of the filters., and dilute to 100 ml. Determine the amount of lead and

check against the certified values. The following reference materials from US National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) are recommended:

NIST Coal fly ash

NIST Urban particulate matter

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Determination of lead in suspended
particulate matter collected from ambient air

Page2of2pages

Printed date: 99.03.08
Date: 01.03.99
Issue no: 001
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40 cFR ch. I (7-l-9ó Edilion)

rJs e?,+ t/*no,>

APPENDD( G TO PA.RT 5O_RPT.PAAXCS
Mptgop FoR THE Dn:æaurx,rrloN oF
LSAD IN SUSPENDED PÂRflCULATE
MÂTTER coLLEcrED Fnou J{MBTENT
AIR

L. Príncíple ond oWlìæbílítY,
1.1 Ambfent afr guspended pa.rtlculate

matter ls collected ou a glass-flber fllter for
2{ hours uslng a hlgh volume atr' s4mpler.
Tbe analysfs of the 2*-bour senples may be
Þerformed for elther ludlvldual sanples or
composltes of the samples collected over &
cslend&r montb or qu&r¿err provlded tha.t the
compocttlng procedure bas beeu approved tn
accord¿ace wf th sectlon 2.8 of appendlx C to
pa¡t 58 of thls chapter-Mo díliætíotts oÍ meth-
ods by ussrs. (Guldance or assfstance ln re-
questfng approval u¡der Sectlon 2.8 ca¡ be
obt¿fned from tåe add¡ess gfven tn sec¿fon
2.? of appendtx C to Part 58 of tåfs cb.apter.)

12 Lead tn tbe p¿rtlculate matter ls ælu-
btllzed by extractfon wlth nltrfc acld G{}fo¡),
fa¡fltt¿ted by heag or by a mfxture of HNO¡
and hydrochlorfc actd (HCl) facflftated by
ultrasonlcstfon.

lJ The lead content of tbe s, mple ts ana-
ly¿ed by atomtc absorptlon specFoneEy
uslng an efr-acetylene fla¡ne. the 28Í1.3 or
2l?.0 nm lead absorptton ltne, and the optf-
muE lnstrument¿l condf tfons recommended
by the m¿nufacturer.

l.{ Tbe ultrasonlcatlou extractlon wlth
HNq/HCt wlll extractmetals other tban lead
f¡om ambtent pa¡tlculate Eatter.

2. funge, sertsitívítv, and loue¡ detectzble
l¡miú. Tbe values glven below are typlcal of
tho metàods cspabflltles. A,bsolute values
wfll vary for lndtvtdual sltu¿tlons dependfnS
on ühe typ6 of ln¡trument used. the lead ltne,
and operatl¡g condtüloas.

2.1 Range. Tbe t:ælcal range of the rneth-
od ls 0.07 to ?.5 rc PUm¡ assumlD€i en upper
llnear range of analysfs of 15 t¡gâ¡l and an alr
volume of 2,{00 m3.

22 Sersítit¡itv. Typf cal s€Dsltlvltles for ¿ I
percent cb¿nge ln abgorptton (0.00{{
absorbence unfts) are 0J and 0.5 ¡ts Ptr'ml for
the 217.0 and 283.3 nm ll¡res, respectlvely.
23 Inuqr detætoble l&nit (LDL)..{ t¡æfcal

LDI¡ ls 0.0? ¡¡g PUm¡. The above value wss
calculated by doubltng the betwee¡.-labora-
tory st¿nda¡d devf¿tton obtaüred for the low-
est loe8sulable lead concentratlon f¡ ¿ coþ
laboratlve test of tbe metàod.(lÐ A¡ ¿f¡ vol-
ume of 2,{00 Dtt was ¿s3rrrngd.

3. Intzrfererces. 1\ro tSpes of tnterferences
aro posslble: cbemlcal and llgbt sc¿tterlng.

3.1 Clt¿tttiæl. Reports on the absence (1.2,
3,1, 5) of cbemlcal tnt¿rferences far outwefgh
those reporttng thefr presen,ce, (6) tlerefore'
no co¡:ectton for chemlc¿l tûterferences ls
glven here. If tbe aualyst suspects thac the
somple matrtx fs causlng a cberotcal lnær-
feresce, the ln¿erference can be vertfled and
corrected for bY ca¡¡ytng out tbe
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5.2.2.3 Pipettes. To dellver 50, 30, 15, 8, 4, 2,
I ml.

5.2.2.4 CleaninO. All glassware should be
scrupulously cleaned. The followlng proce-
du¡e fs suggested. Wash wfth laboratory de-
tergent, rlnse, soak for 4 Ì¡ours ln 20 percent
(øw) lINOg. rlnse 3 tlmes wlth dlsttlled-
delonlzed w&ter, and dry lu a dust free man-
Der.

5.2.3 Hotplat¿.
5.2.4. Ultrasoúcatíon woter bath, unhæted.

Commerclally avallable laboratory ultra-
sonfc cleanüxg baths of 450 watts or hlgher
"cleanlng power," l.e., actual ultrasonlc
power ouüput to tbe bath have been found
satfsfactory.

5r.5 Tqnpla.te. To ald ln sectfonl¡g tt¡e
gl¿ss-flber fllter. See flgure I for dimenslons.

5.2.6 Pizzo antter. Thh wheel. Thlckness
1m¡¡.

5.2.7 Wotch glass.
5.2.8 Pollethylst¿e bottles. For storage of

samples. Llnear polyethylene gfves better
storage stablllty than other polyet¡ylenes
and fs preferred.

5.2.9 Parafllm "M,.1 .{merlcan Can Co.,
Mar¿thon Products, Neenah, Wfs., or equlva-
lent.

6. Reagents.
6.1 Samplíns.
6.1.1 Glass rtber ftItcrs. Ttre specfflcatfons

glveu below are lntended to ald the us€r ln
obt¿lnlng hlgh quallty fllters wf th reÞroduc-
lble propertles. Tl¡es€ specltlc¿tlons have
beelrmet by EPA contractors.

6.l.l.l Lead content. The absolute lead
content of fllt¿rs ls not crf tlcal. but low v¿l-
ues ar€, of course, deslrable. EP¡{ typtcally
obt¿lns fllters wlttr a lead conten¡ of ?5 Fgl
fllter.

It ls lmportant that the varlatlon ln lead
content from fllter to fllter, wlthln a glven
batch, be small.

6.1.1.2 Testiæg.
6.I.1.2.1 For large batches of fÍlters (>500

fllters) select at r¡ndom 20 to 30 filters from
a gfven batch. For small batches (>500 fil-
ters) a lesser number of fllters may be t¿ken.
Cut one r/¡"x8' strfp from each flltpr any-
where tn the fllt¿r. Analy¿e all strips, sepa-
rately, accordlng: to the dtrectfons ln sec-
ttons ? and 8.

6.1.1.2.2 Calculate Èhe totat lead ln each
fllter as

100m1

sElp
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analyslswlth and wlthout the method of
st^ nda¡d addttlons.(7)

3,2 Light scøtteñ¿g. Nonatomlc absorpcfon
or llght scatt€rlng:, produced by hlgh con-
centratlons ofdfssolved soltds tn tbe s¡Ìnpl€,
can produce a slgnlflcant lnterference, espe-
clally at low lead concentratfons. (2) The ln-
terfer€nce ls greatÆr Lt tbe 2l?.0 nm llne
than &t the 28Í1.3 nm llne. No fnterference
was observed uslng the 283.3 nm llne with a
slmllar method.(I)

Lfght scatterlng fnterferences can, how-
ever, be co¡rected for fn¡humeut¿lly. Slnce
the dlssolved sollds can v8.ry dependfng on
the ortgln of the s&Eple, tJre correctlo[ may
be necessary, especlally when uslng the 217.0
n-m llne. Dual beam fnst¡uments wltt¡ a con-
tlnuum sourc€ glve ttre most Lccurate .cor-
rectlon. A less a.ccuraüe correctlon can be ob'
talned by uslng a nonabsorblng lead llne that
ls near the lead analytlcal l[re. Inform¿tlon
on us€ of these correctlon tech-nlques can be
obt¿lned from lnstrument mÊnufacturers'
manuals.

If fnstrumental corectlon ls not feaslble,
the lnterfereuce cen be ellmlnated by us€ of
the änmonlum pyrrolldürecarbodlthloate-
me thyilsobutyl ke t¡ne, chelatlon-so lvent ex-
tractlon t¿ch¡lque of sample preparatlon.(8)

4. Precísíon otd bías.
4.1 Tbe hlgh-volume s¿mpltng procedure

used to collect amblent alr partlculs.te ma.t'
ter has a between-laboratory relatlve sta.nd-
ard devlatlon of3.7 percent over the range 80
to 125 ¡rg:h3.(9) The combtned extractlon-
analysfs procedure has a.n average wtthln-
laboratory rel&ülve st¿ndard devlatfon of5 to
6 percent over the r&nge 1.5 to 15 ¡rg Pb/ml,
and an &verage between laboratory relatlve
standard devfatlon of 7 to g percent over the
same ran€ie. These values lnclude use of et-
ther extracclon p¡rccedure.

4.2 Slngle la.boratory expertments and
collaboratlve testlng lndlcate that, tùere ls
no sfginlflcant dffference fn lead recovery be-
tween Ëbe hot and ulEasonlc extracËlon pro-
cedu¡es.(/Ð

S. Apparctus
5.1 Sompling.
5.I.L High-Yolume Samplsr. Use and call-

brate the sa:npler as descrlbed fn appendtx B
to thls part.

52 Analysis.
5.2.1 Atomic abso¡pttott spætrophotometer.

Equlpped wfth lead hollow ca.thode or
electrodeless dlscharge lamp.

5.2.1.1 Acetylenc. The grade recommended
by the lnstrunent m¡nufacturer should be
used. Cha.nge cyllnder when pressure drops
below 50-100 pslg.

5.2.L.2 .Áir. Flltered to remove partlculate,
ofl, and we¿er.

5.2.2 Glassuue. Class A borosflfcate glass-
ware should be used throughout the analysfs.

5.2.2.I Bæke¡s.30 and 150 ml. graduaÈed,
Pyrex.

5.2.2.2 Volunetric tlaslcs. 100-ml.

where:

Fu=Amount of lead per T2 square lnches of
fllter, ¡rg.

lMentfon of commerctal producæ does noi
lmply endorsement by the U.S. Envfron-
mental hotectlon Agency.

F6=pg Ptr/ml x x
l2 strlps

fllter
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0.9M

where:
y = ml of concentrat€d HCI requlred.
x = molarf ty of HCI f n 6.2.6.
0.15 = dflutlon factor 1n72.2.

6.2.8 Lead nlt¡ate, Pb(NO¡)2. ACS reagent
Frade, purlÈy 99.0 percent. Heat for { hours ¿t
120'C and cool ln a desfccator.

Pt.50, APP. G

6.1.1.2.3 Calcul¿te the mean, Fu' of the
values and the reletlve standard devlatlon
(standard devl¿tlon/mean x 100). If the rel-
atlve st¿.ndard devlatfon fs hlgh enough so
that, ln the analysts opfnlon, subtractlon of
Fu, (sectfon 10.3) m&y result ln a slgnlflcant
error ln ¿he P8: Pbr1m3' the batch should be rs'
jected.- 

6.1.1.2.4 For acceptable b¿tches, use the
value of Fu to correct ell lead analyses (sec-
tlon 10.3) of parttcul¿te mg'tt€r collected
uslngi that batch of ftlters. If the analyses
are below the LDL (sectlon 2.3) no co¡rectlon
ls necessarY.

6.2 Analasis.
6.2.1 Concentrated (15.6 M) IINOg. ACS re-

agent, Srade HNOg and commerclally avall-
able redtsttlled HNO¡ has fould to bave suffl-
clently low lead conceutratlons.

6.2.2 Concentrated (11.? ¡f) HCt. ACS rea-
gent Sirade.

6.2.3 D is till e d- d eio¡tì z ed' u otet. (D. I. w¿ær).
6.2.4 3 M HNOg. Thls solutlon fs used br

the hot ext¡actlon p¡ocedure. To prepare'
add 192 ml of concentrated II¡¡O3 to D.I.
water ln s I I vqtnmstrlc flask. Slrake well,
cool, and dtlute to volume wlth D.I. water.
Coutio¡t: Nltrlc acld fumes are toxlc. Prepare
tn a well ventllated fume hood.

6.2.5 0.45 M HNO3. Thls solutf on ls used ag

the matrlx for callbratlon standa¡ds when
uslna the bot extractlon procedu¡e. To prq'
par€, Ldd 29 mt of concentr¿ùed HNq to D.I.
water [n a I I volumetrlc nask. Sh¿ke well'
cool, and dlluæ to volume wltà D.I. w&ter.

6.2.6 2.6 M HNO3+0 to 0.9 M HCl. Thls solu-
tlon ls used ln the ultrasonlc extractlon pro-
cedure. The concentratlon ofHCl c¡n be var-
led f¡om 0 to 0.9 M. Dtrectlons are gfven for.
preparatlon of a2.6 ¡¿'¡¡¡Q3+0.9 MHCI solu-
tton. Place 16? ml of concentratæd HNOg lnto
¿ I I v6lumstrfc flask and ¿dd ?7 ml of con-
centrated HCl. SÈfr { to 6 hours, dllute to
nearly 1l wf th D.I. water, cool to room tem-
perature, and dtlute to 1 l.

6.2.1 0.40 MHNog + X MHCI. Thls solutlon
fs used as the matrfx for c¿llbre.tlon staud-
ards wtìen uslag the ultra.sonlc extractlon
procedure. To prepare, add 26 ml of con-
òentr¿ted HNO¡. plus the ml of HCI requlred,
to a I I volumetrlc flask. Dllute to nearly I
I wfth D.I. water, cool to room temper&ture'
and df tut¿ to I ¡. Ttte amount of HCI requlred
can be determfned from the followf.ng equa-
tlon:

??mlx0.l.5x

6.3 Colíb¡ation stønda'rds.
6.3.1 Master stand¿rd, 1000 ¡tg Pb/ml ln

Iû{os. Dlssolve 1.598 g of Pb(NOg)z ln 0.{5 M
HNOg cont¿lned ln a 1 I volrrmetrlc fl¿sk ¿nd
dllute to volume wtth 0.45 M IIlIOg.

6.3.2 Master st¿ndard, 1000 ¡rg PUml ln
IÐlq/I{Cl. Frepare as f.n sectfon 6.3.1 except
use tbe I{NOg¡HCI solutlon f¡ sectlon 6.2.7.

Store standards ln a polyethylene bottle.
Commertlally avaflable certffled lead stand-
ard solutlons may also be us€d.

7. Procedute.
?.1 Sømpting. Collect samples for 24 hours

uslngi the procedure descrtbed ln reference I0
wlth glass-flber fllters meetürg the speclflca-
tlons ln sectfon 6.1.1. lransport collected
s&mples to the laboratory t¿kl"ng care to
ml.nlmlze conta¡¡lnatlon and loss of sam-
ple. (16).

7.2 So¡nple Fepotatìon.
7.2.L Hot eztroction Ptocedute.
7.2.I.L Cat' a /t" x 8" strfp from the ex-

posed fllter ustng ¿ templs.te and a pfzza cut-
ter as descrlbed ln Ftgures I and 2. Obher
cuttlng procedures may be used.

Lead. ln amblent parttculate matter col-
lected on glass flber fltters has beeu shown
to be unlformlv dlstrtbuted ¿cross tlre fiþ
!s¡.t.3.t1 Another study¡2 h¿s shown that
wheu sampllng ne¿r a roadway, strlp post-
tlon contributes stgrilflcantly to the overall
varlablllty assoclated wtth lead an¿lyses.
Therefore, when sampll¡g near a roadway,
addltlonal strlps should be analyzed to mtnl-
mlze thls varlabf IltY.

7 2.1.2 Fold the strlp ln half twlce and
place ln a 150-ml beaker. ¿'dd 15 ml of 3 M
IÐ.lOg to cover the sample. The actd should
completely cover the sanple. Cover the
be¿ker wlttr ¿ watch glass.

7.2.1.3 Place beaker on the hot-pl¿te' cou-
tatned fn a fume hood, and bofl gently for 30

mln. Do not let the sample ev8'porate to dry-
ness. Cauúioß.'Nttrlc actd fumes are toxfc.

72.1.4 Remove beaker from hoi plate and
cool to Dear room tempers'ture.

?.2.1.5 Quantlt¿tlvely transfer the sample
as follows:

?r.1.5.1 Rfnse watch glass and sldes of
beaker wf th D.I. water.

7.2.I.5.2 Decanc extract and rlnsf¡gs bxto a
100-mt volumetrlc flask.

?.2.1.5.3 Add D.I. weter to 40 ml mark on
beaker. cover wlttr watch glass, and set aslde
for a mfnlmum of 30 mluutes. Thls ls a crttl-
cal step end c¿nnot be oroltted sfnce lt al-
Iows the HNOg trapped tn tt¡e fllter to dlffuse
lnto tåe rfnse water.

7.2.L.5.4 Decant the waær from the fllter
fnto the volumetrlc flask.

?.2.1.5.5 Rtnse fllter and beaker twlce wlth
D.I. waær and adcl rfnslngs to volumetrlc
flask untlt total volume ts 80 to 85 ml.

?.2.1.5.6 Stopper flask and sh¿ke vlgor-
ously. Sei ¿slde for approxlmaæly 5 mlnutes
or untll foam b.as dlsstpated.
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9.1 Worklng standard, 20 pg PL/ml. Pre-
pa¡ed by dllutlns 2.0 ml of the m¿st€r st¿nd-
ard (sectlon 6.3.1 lf the hot acld extractlon
was used or sectlon 6.3.2 lf the ultrasonlc ex-
tractlon pr¡cedure was used) to 100 ml wlth
acfd of the same concentra¿fon as used ln
preparfng the master standard.

9.2 Calib¡ation stondotds. Prepare da.f Iy by
dllutlng the worklng sta¡odard, wltb the
same acfd matrfx, as fndfcated below. Ott¡er
lead concentratlons may be used.

39

7.2.7.5.7 Brlng solutlon to volume wlth
D.I. water. Mlx thoroughly.

?.2.1.5.8 Allow solutlon to settle for one
hour before proceedlng: wfth analysls.

I .2.1.3.9 If sample ls to be stor€d for subse-
quent analysfs, transfer to L llnear poly-
ethylene bottle.

7 2.2 Ultrasoníc æ,tractioa procedute.
1.2.2.I Cut s,3/t"x8" strlp from tåe exposed

fllter as descrlbed ln sectlon 7.2.1J.
1.2.2.2 Fold the strlp ln half twlce and

place ln a 30 ml beaker. Á,dd 15 ml of the
II}{O"fIlCt solutlon ln sectfon 6.2.6. The acld
should completæly cover tàe gqmple. Cover
the beaker wlth parafllm.

The paraftlm should be placed over the
beaker such that none of the paraffl¡o ts tn
cont¿ct wlth water lu the ultr¿sonlc batl¡.
Ottrerwtse, rlnshrg of the parafll:r (sectfon
7.2.2.4.1) ma.y contenln¿üe ttre sample.

7.2.2.3 Place tåe beaker ln the
ultrasonlcatfon bath and operate for 30 mln-
utes.

72.2.4 Quantftaütvely transfer tåe sample
as follows:

1.2.2.4.1 Rlnse paraflln and sldes of beak-
er wlth D.I. water.

7 2.2.4.2 Decant exEact ¿nd rlnslngs lnto a
100 ml volunaetrlc flask.

7.2.2.4.3 Add 20 ml D.I. wa¿er to cover the
ffltær strlp, cover wlth para.fllm, and set
aslde for a mlnlmum of 30 mlnutæs. thls ls a
crlttcal step a¡rd caruxot be omttted. The
sample ls tb.en processed as ln sectfons
7 .2.L.5.4 chroush ?.2.1.5.9.

NotE: Sa-ples pr€pared by the hot exfrac-
tlon procedur€ are now ln 0.{5 MHNO3. Sam-
ples prepared by tJre ulÞasonlcatfon proce-
dure are ln 0.40 MHNOg+XMHCl.

8. Analysís.
8.1 SeL the waveleng:th of the

monochromator &t 2tlí1.3 or 21?.0 nm. Set or
alf8n other lnstrumental operatlng condl-
tlons as recommended by the manufacturer.

8.2 fhe sample can be anal}'¿ed dl¡ectly
f¡om the volumetrlc flask, or a.n approprlate
&mount of sample decanted lnto L sample
analysls tube. In efther case, care should be
taken Dot to dlsturb the seütled sollds.

8.3 Asplr¿te samples, callbratfon stand-
ards and blanks (sectlon 9.2) tnø tb,e flame
and record ttre equlltbrlum absorbance.

8.4 Determlne the lead coucentr¿tlon ln
¡rg Pb/ml, from the callbratl.on curve, sectlon
9.3.

8.5 Samples tJrat exceed the lfnear ca.lf-
braLlon ra.nge should be dlluted wtth acfd of
the sa.me concentratlon as tàe c¿llbratfon
standards and reanalyzed.

9. Calìbration.

9.3 P¡epo¡etíon ol æ.librøtion curue. Slnce
the worklng range of analysls wlll vary de'
pendf¡g on whlch lead llne ls used and the
type of t¡strument, Ão one set of lustruc-
tlons for prepar¿tlon of a callbr¿tfon curve
can be glven. Select stonds.rds Glus the rea-
sent blank), tn the same acld concentratlon
as the samples, to cover the lfnear absorÞ
tlon rango lndlcated by the lxstrument man-
ufacturer. Measure the absorbance of the
blank and sta.Ddards as Lr sectfon 8.0. Repeat
urtfl good Lgr€ement ls obtalned begween
replfcates. Ploü absorbance (y-axts) versus
concentraclon ln pg Pb/ml (x-axls). Dr¿w (or
compute) a stralght llne th¡ough the llnear
portlon of the curve. Do not force the call-
bratlon curve through zero. Other ca.llbra-
tfon procedures m¿y be used.

To determlne stabfllty of the callbratlon
curve, retDes.sure-alternately-<ne of the
followhg: caltbratlon standards for every
10th sample analJr¿ed: Concentratfon r lpg
Pt/ml; concentratloa s l0 pg Pb/ml. If elttrer
st¿ndard devlates by more than 5 percen¿
from the value predlcted by the callbratlon
cutl¡e, recallbrate and repeat the prevfous l0
aualyses.

L0. Calctdation.
l0.l Mezrured oír uolu¡ne. Calculate the

measured ¿1[¡ yslrrrns at Standard Tempera-
tu¡e ¿nd Pressure as descrlbed l¡ Reference
10.

f0.2 Leod co¡tcentrotíon. Calculate lead
concentr¿tfon ln the alr sample.

Volu¡rÈ ol 20 ¡¡g/ml v,orking
ard. ¡nl

Conccntra-
fnn ¡g Pb/

ml

0
0.1
o.2
0.4
0.8
t.6
3.0
6.0

10.0
æ.0

0
f.0
zo
z0
1.0
8.0
r5.0
æ.0
50.0

' Fínal vol-
u¡r¡c. ml

100
M
2æ
1æ
1æ
1m
100
100
100
1æ

EIMP
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c
(ug Pbl¡¡ì x 100 ml/strip x 12 strfps/ffìter) - Fo

'where:

C=Concenüratlon, pg PUsms.
lLs Pb/ml=Lèad concer.tratfon determlned

from sectlon 8.
100 mVstrlp=Total samÞle volume.
12 strlps=Total useable fllter area, 8" x 9".

Exposed are¿ of one strlp, Yt" x1".
Fllær=ToLal area of one strlp, %" x 8".
Fu=Lead conceu,tra.tton of blank fllter, Fg,

from sectlon 6.1.1.2.3.
Vstp=Alr volume from sectlon 10.2. .

ll. Qtnlity control.
. {<" x &'glass ffber fllter strlps contalnlng
80 to 2000 pg Pt/shlp (as lead salts) and blank
strlps wlth zero Pb content should be used to
determfue lf the Eethod--as belng used-has
a.ny btas. Qualfüy control charts should be
establlshed to monltor dlfferences between
measured and t¡ue values. The frequency of
such checks wlll depend on the local quallty
cont¡ol program.

To mlnlmlze the posslbllfty of geueratlng
unrellable d¿ta" the user should follow prac-
tlces está.bltshed for assurlng the quallty of
alr pollutlon dets, (fÐ and take part ln
EP,{'s semlannual audlt p¡ogram for lead
analyses.

12. Trouble sl¿ootíng.
1. Durlng extractlon of lead by tbe hot ex-

tra.ctlon procedure, tt ts fmportant to keep
the sample covered so that cor:osfon prod-
ucts-formed ou fume bood surf¿.ces whlch
may contatn lead-are not deposlted ln the
extract.

2. The sample acfd concentratlon should
mlnimfze cor¡rcslon of the nebulfzer. How-
ever, dtfferent nebullzer:r ¡nay requlro lower
acld concentratfons. Irower co!.centratloBs
can be used provlded samples and standards
have the same ¿cld conceutr¿tloD,.

3. Ashlne of partlculate samples has beeu
found, by EPA and conEactor laboratorfes,
to be unnecessary ln lead analyses by atomlc
absorþtlon. Therefore, tbls step was omttted
from the meühod.

4. Fllñatlon of extr¿cted samples, to re-
move parttculete m¿tter, wa.s speclftcally ex-
cluded from sample preparatlon, because
some analysts h¿ve observed losses of lea.d
due üo flltratlon.

5. If suspended sollds should clog the
nebullzer durlng analysls of samples, cen-
trlfuge the sample to remove the sollds.

IB. Authorítu.
(Secs. 109 and 301(a), Cle¿u i4,lr Act, as

amended (42 U.S.C. ?{09, ?601(a)))
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METHOD 601OB

I N DUCTIVELY COU PLE D P LASMA-ATOMIC EM ISSION S PECTROM ETRY

1.0 SCOPE AND APPLICATION

1.1 lnductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) determines
trace elements, including metals, in solution. The method is applicable to all of the elements listed
in Table 1. All matrices, excluding filtered groundwater samples but including ground waler,
aqueous samples, TCLP and EP extracts, industrial and organic wastes, soils, sludges, sediments,
and other solid wastes, require digestion prior to analysis. Groundwater samples that have been
prefiltered and acidified will not need acid digestion. Samples which:are not digested must either
use an internal standard or be matrix matched with the standards. Refer to Chapter Three for the
appropriate digestion procedures.

1.2 Table 1 lists the elements forwhich this method is applicable. Detection limits,
sensitívity, and the optimum and linear concentration ranges of the elemenls can vary with the
wavelength, spectrometer, matrix and operating conditions. Table 1 lists the recommended
analytícalwavelengths and estimated instrumentaldetection limits for the elements in clean aqueous
matrices. The instrument detection limit data may be used to estimate instrument and method
performance for other sample matrices. Elements and matrices other than lhose listed in Table 1

may be analyzed by this method if performance at the concentration levels of ínterest (see Section
8.0) is demonstrated.

1.3 Users of the method should state the data quality objectives prior to analysis and must
document and have on file the required initial demonstration performance data described in the
following sections prior to using the method for analysis.

1.4 Use of this method is restricted to spectroscopists who are knowledgeable in the
conection of spectral, chemica[, and physical interferences described in this method.

2.O SUMMARY OF METHOD

2.1 Prior to analysis, samples must be solubilized or digested using appropriate Sample
Preparation Methods (e.9. Chapter Three). When analyzing groundwater samples for dissolved
constituents, acid digestion is not necessary if the samples are fìltered and acid preserved prior to
analysis.

2.2 This method describes multielemental determinatíons by ICP-AES using sequential or
simultaneous optical systems and axial or radial viewing of the plasma. The instrument measures
characteristic emission spectra by optical spectrometry. Samples are nebufized and the resulting
aerosol is transported to the plasma torch. Element-specifïc emission spectra are produced by a
radiefrequenry inductively coupled plasma. The spectra are dispersed by a grating spectrometer,
and the intensities of the emission lines are monitored by photosensitive devices. Background
conection is required for trace element determination. Background must be measured adjacent to
anafyte lines on samples during analysis. The position selected for the background-intensity
measurement, on either or both sides of the analytical line, will be determined by the complexity of
the spectrum adjacent to the analyte line. ln one mode of analysis the position used should be as
free as possible from specfral interference and shouid reflect the same change in background
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intensity as occurs at the analyte wavelength measured. Background correction is not required in

cases oi t¡n" broadening where a background correctíon measurement would actually degrade the

ãnãiyti-"r result. The þossibitity of additional interferences named in section 3.0 should also be

recoinizeu and appropriäte conections made; tests for their presence are described in Se'ction 8.5-

Alteriatively, users mäy choose multivariate ôalibration methods. ln this case, point selections for

U""lgrounå conection are superfluous since whole spectral regions are processed'

3.0 INTERFERENCES

3.1 Spectral interferences are caused by background emission. from continuous or

recombination phenomena, stray light from the line emìssion of high concentration elements, overlap

ofã spectral liäe from another element, or unresolved overlap of molecular band spectra.

3.1.1 Background emission and stray light can usually be compensaled for by

subtracting the backjround emission determined by measurements adjacent to the analyte

wavelengìh peak. 
-Spectral 

scans of sarnples or single element solulions in the analyte

regions rnay indicate when altemate wavelengths are desírable because of severe spectral

interference. These scans will also show whether the most appropriate estimate of the

background emission is provided by an interpolation from measurements on both sides of

the wavelength peak or by measured- emission on only one side. 
. 
The locations selected for

the measurimbnt of báckground intensity will be determined by the complexity of the

spectrum adjacent to the wãvelength peak. The locations used for routine measurement

must be freé of off-line spectral interference (interelement or molecular) or adequately

conected to reflect the same change in background intensity as occurs at the wavelength

peak. For multivariate methods using whole sþectral regions, background scans should be

included in the conection algoritnm. ón-tine spectral interferences are handled by including

spectra on interfering species in the algorithm.

3.1.2 To determine the appropriate location for off-line background conection, the

user must scan the area on either side'adjacent to the wavelength and record the apparent

emission intensity from all other methód anal¡es. This spectral information must.be

documented and kept on file. The location selected for background conec{ion must be either

free of off-line interelement spectral interference or a computer routine must be used for

automatic correction on all determinations. lf a wavelength other than the recommended

wavelength is used, the analyst must determine and document both the overlapping and

nearby spectral interference effects from all method analytes and common elements and

provid'e ior their automatic conection on all analyses. Tests to determine spectral

interference must be done using analyte concentrations that will adequately describe the

interference. Normally, tOO mÛt- siågle element solutions are sufficient; however, for

anatytes sucf¡ as iron that may belounA ai nign concentrat¡on, a more appropriate test would

be to use a concentration near the upper analytical range limit.

3.1.3 Spectral overlaps may be avoided by using an altemate wavelength or can be

compensated by equations that conect for interelement contributions. lnstruments that use

equations for interelement correction require the interfering elements be analyzed at the

same time as the element of interest. When operative and unconected, interferences-will

produce false positive determinations and be reported as analyte concentrations. More

extensive information on interferant effects at various wavelengths and resolutions is

availabfe in reference wavelength tables and books. Users may apply interelement
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correction equations determined on their instruments with tested concentration ranges to
compensate (off line or on line) for the effects of intorfering elements. Some potential
spectral interferences observed for the recommended wavelengths are given in Table 2. For
multivariate methods using whole spectral regions, spectral interferences are handled by
including spectra of the interfering elements in the algorithm. The interferences listed are
only those that occur between method anatytes. Onty interferences of a direct overlap nature
are listed. These overlaps were observed with a single instrument having a working
resolutíon of 0.035 nm.

3.1.4 When using interelement correction equations, the interference may be
expressed as analyte concentration equivalents (i.e. false analyte concentrations) arising
from 100 mg/L of the interference element. For example, assume that As is to be
determined (at 193.69ð nm) in a sample contaíning approximately 10 mg/L of Al. According
to Table 2, 1OO mg/L of Al would yield a false signal for As equivalent to approXmãtely 1.3
mg/L. Therefore, the presence of 10 mg/L of Al would result in a false signal for As
equivalent to approximately 0.13 mg/L. The user is cautíoned that other instruments may
exhibit somewhat different levels of interference than those shown in Table 2. The
interference effects must be evaluated for each individual instrument since the intensities will
vary.

3.1.5 lnterelement corrections will vary for the same emission line among
instruments because of differences in resolution, as determined by the grating, the entrance
and exit slit widths, and by the order of dispersion. lnterelement conections will also vary
dependíng upon the choice of background conection points. Selecting a background
correction point where an interfering emission line may appear should be avoided when
practical. lnterelement conections that constitute a major portion of an emíssion signal may
not yield accurate data. Users should not forget that some samples may contain uncommon
elements that could contribute speclral interferences.

3.1.6 The interference effects must be evaluated for each individual instrument
whether configured as a sequentíal or simultaneous instrument. For each instrument,
intensities will vary not only with optícal resolution but also with operating conditions (such
as power, viewing height and argon flow rate). When using the recommended wavelengths,
the analyst is required to determine and document for each wavelength the effect from
referenced interferences ffable 2) as well as any other suspected interferences that may be
specific to the instrument or matrix. The analyst is encouraged to utilize a computer routine
for automatic coneclion on all analyses.

3.1.7 Users of sequential instruments must verify the absence of spectral
interference by scanning over a range of 0.5 nm centered on the wavelength of interest for
several samples. The range for lead, for example, would be from 220.61o 220.1 nm. This
procedure must be repeated whenever a new matrix is to be analyzed and when a new
calibration curve using different instrumental conditions is to be prepared. Samples that
show an elevated báckground emission acÍoss the range may be background conected by
applying a correction factor equal to the emissíon adjacent to the line or at two points on
either side of the line and interpolating between them. An alternate wavelength that does
not exhibit a background shift or speclral overlap may also be used.
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3.1.8 lf the correct¡on routine is operating properly, the determined apparent

analyte(s) concentration from analysis of each interference solution should fall within a
rpeiiti"'óoncentration range around the calibration blank. The concentration range is

cälculated by multiplying the concentration of the interfering element by the value of the

correction fãctor beiÁg tested and divided by 10. lf after the subtraction of the calibration

blank the apparent analyte concentration falls outside of this range in either a positive or

negative direàion, a change in the conection factor of more than 10% should be suspected'

The cause of the changã should be determined and conected and the conection factor

updated. The interferenie check solutions should be analyzed more than once to confirm

a change has occuned. Adequate rinse time between solutions and before analysis of the

calibration blank will assist in the confirmation.

3.1.g W-ren interelement conections are applied, their accuracy should be verified,

daily, by analyzing spectral interference check solutions. lf the csrrection {actsrs or

muliivariate conection matrices tested on a daity basis are found to be within lhe 20% criteria

for 5 consecutive days, the required verification frequenry of those factors in compliance may

be elended to a weekly basis. Also, if the nature of the samples analyzed is such they do

not contain concentrations of the interfering elements at * one reporting limit from zero, daily

verification is not required. All interelement spectral conection factors or multivariate

conection matrices must be verified and updated every six months or when an

instrumentation change, such as in the torch, nebulizer, injector, or plasma conditions

occurs. Standard solution should be inspected to ensure that there is no contamination that

may be perceived as a spectral interference.

3.1.10 When interelement conections are not used, verification of absence of

interferences is required.

3.1.10.1 One method is to use a computer software routine for comparing

the determinative data to limits.. files for notifying the analyst .when an interfering

element is detected in the sanìple at a concentration that will produce either an

apparent false positive concentration, (i.e., greater than) the. analyte instrument

detection limit, br false negative analyte concentration, (i.e., less than the lower

control limit of the calibration blank defined for a 99% confidence interval).

3.1.10.2 Another method is to analyze an lnterference Check Solution(s)
,¡/hic¡¡ contains similarconcentrations of the major components of the samples (>10

mg/L) on a continuing basis to verify the absence of effects at the wavelengths

selected. These data must be kept on file with the sample analysis data. lf the

check solution confirms an operaiive interference that is > 2Oo/o of the analyte

concentration, the analyte musi b" determined using (1) analytical and background

correction wavelengths (or spectral regions) free of the interference, (2) by an

altemative wavelength, or (3) by another documented test procedure.

3.2 physical interferences are effects associated with the sample nebulization and

transport processes. Changes in viscosity and surface tension can cåuse significant inaccuracies,

àrô"ti"ffy in samples conìaining high d-issolved solids or high acid concentrations. lf physical

interferences are present, tney-muit be reduced by diluting ihe sample or by using a peristaltic

prrp, by using an intemal staniard or by using a high solids nebulizer. Another problem that can

bc".jr'wiin higñ dissolved solids is salt UuitOup at tne tip of the nebulizer, affecting aerosol flow rate
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and causing instrumental drift. The problem can be controlled by wetting the argon prior to
nebulization, using a tip washer, using a high solids nebulizer or diluting the sample. Also, it has

been reported that better control of the argon flow rate, especially to the nebulizer, improves

instrument performance: this may be accomplished with the use of mass flow controllers. The test
described in Section 8.5.1 will help determine if a physical interference is present.

3.3 Chemicalinterferences include molecular compound formation, ionization effects, and

solute vaporization effecls. Normally, these effects are not significant with the ICP technique, but
if observed, cån be minimized by careful selection of operating conditions (incídent power,

observation position, and so forth), by buffering of the sample, by matrix matching, and by standard

addition procedures. Chemical interferences are highly dependent on matrix type and the specific
analyte element.

3.4 Memory interferences result when analytes in a previous sample contribute {o the

signals measured in a new sample. Memory effects can result from sample deposition on the uptake

tuling to the nebulizer and from the build up of 'sample rnaterial in the plasma torch and spray

chamber. The site where these effects occur is dependent on the element and can be minimized
by llushing the system with a rinse blank between samples. The possibility of memory interferences
sf¡ould bè recognized within an analytical run and suitable rinse times should be used to reduce
them. The rinse times necessary for a particular element must be estimated prior to analysis. This
may be actrieved by aspirating a standard containing elements at a'concentration ten times the usual
amôunt or at the top of the linear dynamic range. The aspiration time for this sample should be the
same as a normal sample.analys¡s period, followed by analysis of the rinse blank at designated

intervals. The length of time required to reduce analyte signals to within a factor of two of the
method detection limit should be noted. Until the requíred rinse time is established, this method
suggests â rinse period of at least 60 seconds between samples and standards. lf a memory

intèrference is suspected, the sample must be reanalyzed after a rinse period of sufficient length.
Altemate rinse times may be established by the analyst based upon their DQOs.

3.5 Users are advised that high salt concentrations can cause analyte signal
suppressions and confuse interference tests. lf the instrument does not display negative values,

fortify the interference ctreck solution with the elements of interest at 0.5 to 1 mg/L and measure the

adOéd standard concentration accordingly. Concentrations should be within 20% of the true spiked

concentration or dilution of the samples will be necessary. ln the absence of measurable analyte,

overcorrection ôould go undetected if a negative value is reported as zero.

3.6 The dashes in Table 2 indicate thai no measurable interferences were observed even

at higher interferant concentrations. Generally, interferences were discemible if they produced

peaki, or background shifts, conesponding to 2 lo 5% of the peaks generated by the analyte

concentratíons.

4.0 APPARATUS AND MATERIALS

4.1 lnductively coupled argon plasma emission spectrometer:

4.1.1 Compuler-controlled emission spectrometerwith background correction

4.1.2 Radio-frequency generator compliant with FCC regulations.
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4.1.3 Optional mass flow controller for argon nebulizer gas supply.

4.1.4 Optional peristaltic Pump.

4.1.5 Optional AutosamPler-

4.1.6 Argon gas supply - high purity.

4.2 Volumetric flasks of suitable precision and accurary.

4.3 Volumetric pipets of suitable precision and accuracy.

5.0 REAGENTS

S.1 Reagent or trace metals grade chemicals shall be used in all tests. Unless otherwise

indicated, it is intended that all reagents shall conform to the specifications of the Committee on

Analytical Reagents of the American Chemical Society, where such specifications are available.

Other grades may be used, provided it is first ascertaíned that the reagent is of sufficiently high purity

to permit its use without lessening the accuracy of the determination. lf the purity of a reagent is in
qubstion analyze for contamination. lf the concentration of the contamination is less than the MDL

then the reagent is accePtable.

5.1.1 Hydrochloric acid (conc), HCl.

5.1.2 Hydrochloric acid (1:1), HCl. Add 500 mL concentrated HCI to 400 mL water
and dilute to 1 liter in an appropriately sized beaker.

5.1.3 Nitric acid (conc), HNO3.

5.1.4 Nitric acid (1:1), HNO3. Add 500 mL concentrated HNO3 to 400 mL water and

dilute to 1 liter in an appropriately sized beaker.

5.2 Reagent Water. All references to water in the method refer to reagent water unless

otherwise specifìed. Reagent water will be interference free.' Refer to Chapter One for a definition

of reagent water.

S.3 Standard stock solutions may be purchased or prepared from ultra- high purity grade

chemicals or metals (99.99% pure or greater). All salts must be dried for t hour at 105oC, unless

otherwise specified.

Note: This section does not apply when analyzing samples that have been prepared by

Method 3040.

CAUTION: Many metal salts are extremely toxic if inhaled or swallowed. Wash hands

thoroughly after handling.

Typical stock solution preparation procedures follow. Concentrations are calculated based upon the

*äignt of pure metal added, or with the use of the element fraction and the weight of the metal salt

added.
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For metals:

Concentration (ppm)

For metal salts:

concentratior weioht lmol x mole fractionì(ppm)=ffi

49

weight ms)
me

5.3.1 Aluminum solution, stock, 1 mL= 1000 ¡rg Al: Dissolve 1.000 g of aluminum
metal, weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in an acid mixture of 4.0 mL of
(1:1) HCI and 1.0 mL of concentrated HNO. in a beaker. Warm beaker slowly to effect
solution. When dissolution is complete, transfer solution guantitatively to a 1-liter flask, add
an additional 10.0 mL of (1:1) HCI and dilute to volume with reagent water.

NOTE: Weight of analyte is expressed to four significant figures for consistenry with the
weights below because rounding to .two decimal places can contribute up lo 4 o/o error for
some of the compounds.

5.3.2 Antimony solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 prg Sb: Dissolve 2.6673 g

K(SbO)ClHoOu (element fraction Sb = 0.3749), weighed accurately to at least four significant
figures, in water, add 10 mL (1:1) HCl, and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask
with water.

5.3.3 Arsenicsolution, stock, 1 mL= 1000 ¡.rg As: Dissolve 1.3203 g of AsrO,
(element fraction As = 0.7574), weíghed accurately to at least four significant figures, in 100
mL of water containing 0.4 g NaOH. Acidify the solution with 2 mL concentrated HNO. and
dilute to volume ín a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.4 Barium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg Ba: fir-ssolve 1.5163 g BäCl, (element
fraction Ba = 0.6595), dried at 250"C for 2 hours, weighed accurately to at least four
significant figures, in 10 mL water with 1 mL (1 :1) HCl. Add 10.0 mL (1 :1) HCI and dilute to
volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.5 Beryllium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 ¡.rg Be: Do not dry. Dissolve 19.6463
g BeSO.'4HrO (element fraction Be = 0.0509), weighed accurately to at least four significant
figures, in water, add 10.0 mL concentrated HNO', and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL
volumetric flask with water.

5.3.6 Boron solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 ¡rg B: Do not dry.. Dissolve 5.716 g

anhydrous H3BO3 (B fraction = 0.1749), weighed accuratety to at least four significant figures,
in reagent waler and dilute in a 1-L volumetric flask with reagent water. Transfer immediately
after mixíng in a clean polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) bottle to minimize any leaching of
boron from the glass volumetric container. Use of a non-glass volumetric flask is
reæmmended to avoid boron contamination from glassware.

5.3.7 Cadmium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg Cd: Dissolve 1.1423 g CdO
(element fraction Cd = 0.8754), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in a
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minimum amount of (1:1) HNO3. Heat to increase rate of dissolution. Add 10.0 mL
concentrated HNO, and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.8 Calcium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 ¡rg Ca: Suspend 2.4969 g CaCO,
(element Ca fraction = 0.4005), dried at 180"C for t hour before weighing, weighed
accuratety to at least four significant figures, in water and dissolve cautiously with a minimum
amount of (1:1) HNO3. Add 10.0 mL c¡ncentrated HNO3 and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL
volumetric flask with water.

5.3.9 Chromium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg Cr: Dissolve 1.9231 g CrOs
(element fraction Cr = 0.5200), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in

water. When solution is complete, acidifywith 10 mL concentrated HNO3 and dilute to

volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.10 Cobaltsolution, stock, 1 mL= 1000 pg Co: Díssolve 1.009 of cobaltmetal,
weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in a.minimum amount of (1:1) HNO3.
Add 10.0 mL (1:1) HCI and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.1 1 Copper solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg Cu: Dissolve 1 .2564 g CuO (element
fraction Cu = 0.7989), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures), in a minimum
amount of (1:1) HNO3. Add 10.0 mL concentrated HNO3 and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL
volumetric flask with water.

5.3.12 lron solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg Fe: Dissolve 1.4298 g FerO. (element
fraction Fe = 0.6994), weighed accurately to at least four signíficant figures, in a warm
mixture of 20 mL (1:1) HCI and2 mL of concentrated HNO3. Cool, add an additional 5.0 mL
of concentrated HNO., and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.13 Lead solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg Pb: Dissolve 1.5985 g Pb(NO.),
(element fraction Pb = 0.6256), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in a
minimum amount of (1:1) HNO3. Add 10 mL (1:1) HNO. and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL
volumetric flask with water.

5.3.14 Lithium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 Frg Li: Dissolve 5.3248 g lithium
carbonate (element fraction Li = 0.1878), weighed accurately to at least four significant
figures, in a minimum amount of (1:1) HCI and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric
flask wíth water.

5.3.15 Magnesium solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 ¡rg Mg: Dissolve 1.6584 g MgO
(element fraction Mg = 0.6030), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in a
minimum amount of (1:1) HNO3. Add 10.0 mL (1:1) concentrated HNO3 and dilute to volume
in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.16 Manganese solution; stock, 1 mL = 1000 ¡.rg Mn: Dissolve 1.00 g of
manganese metal, weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in acid milure (10

mL concentrated HCI and 1 mL concentrated HNO3) and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL
volumetric flask with water.
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5.3.28 Tin solution, stock, 1 mL = 1000 ¡rg Sn: Dissolve 1.000 g Sn shot, weighed

accurately to at least 4 significant figures, in 200 mL (1:1) HCI with heating to effect
dissolution. Let solution cool and dilute with (1:1) HCI in a 1-L volumetric flask.

5.3.29 Vanadium solution,'stock, 1 mL = 1000 pg V: Dissolve 2.2957 g NHqVO,
(element fraction V = 0.4356), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in a
minimum amountof concentrated HNO,. Heat to increase rate of dissolution. Add 10.0 mL

concentrated HNO, and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL volumetric flask with water.

5.3.30 Zinc solution, stock, 1 mL= 1000 ¡rg Zn: Dissolve 1.2447 g ZnO (element

fraction Zn = 0.8034), weighed accurately to at least four significant figures, in a minimum

amount of dilute HNO3. Ad¿ 1O.O mL concentrated HNO. and dilute to volume in a 1,000 mL

volumetric flask with water.

5.4 Mixed calibration standard solutions - Prepare mixed calibration standard solutions by

combining appropriate volumes of the stock solutions in volumetric flasks (see Table 3). Add the

appropriale types and volumes of acids so that the standards are matrix matched with the sample

ãijesiates. 
'þrior to preparing the mixed standards, each stock solution should be analyzed

seiarately to determine possible spectral ínterference or the presence of impurities. Care should

be taken u¡t¡en preparing ihe mixed standards to ensure that the elements are compatible and stable

together. Trânsier the mixed standard solulions to FEP fluorocarbon or previously unused

pJlyethylene or polypropylene bottles for storage. Fresh mixed standards should be prepared, as

n"éd"j, with the iéat¡zãt¡on that concentration can change on aging. some typical calibration

standard combinations are listed in Table 3.

NOTE: lf the addition of .silverto the recommended acid combination results in an initial

precçitation, add 15 mL of water and warm the flask until the solution clears. Cool and dilute

io tOO mL with water. Forthís acíd combination, the silver concentration should be limited

to 2 mg/L. Silver under these conditions is stable in a tap-water matrix for 30 days. Higher

concentrations of silver require additional HCl.

S.S Two types of blanks are required for the analysis for samples prepared by any method

other than 3040. The calibration blank is used in establishing the analyt¡cal curve, and the method

blank is used to identify possible contamination resulting from varying amounts of the acids used in

the sample processing.

5.5.1 The calibration blank is prepared by acidifying reagent water to the same

concentrations of the acids found in the standards and samples. Prepare a sufficient

quantity to flush the system between standards and samples. The calibration blank will also

be used for all initial and continuing calibration blank determinations (see Sections 7.3 and

7.4).

5.5.2 The method blank must contain all of the reagents in the same volumes as

used ¡n the processing of the samples. The method blank must be carried through the

complete procedure añd contain the same acid concentration in the final solution as the

sample solution used for analysis.
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S.6 The lnitial Calibration Verifìcation (lCV) is prepared by the analyst by combining

compatible elements from a standard source different than that of the calibration standard and at

concentrations within the linear working range of the instrument (see Section 8.6.1 for use).

5.7 The Continuing Calibration Verification (CCU) should be prepared in the same acid

matrix using the same standards used for calibration at a concentration near the mid-point of the

calibration curye (see Section 8.6.1 for use).

5.8 The interference check solution is prepared to contain known concentrations of

interfering elements that will provide an adequate test of the conection factors. Spike the sample

with the élements of ínterest, particularly those with known interferences at 0.5 to 1 mg/L. ln the

absence of measurable analyte, overconection could go undetected because a negative value could

be reported as zero. lf the particular instrument will display overcorrection as a negative number,

this spiking procedure will not be necessary.

6.0 SAMPLE COLLECTION, PRESERVATION, AND I-IANDLING

6.1 See the introductory material in Chapter Three, lnorganic Analytes, Sections 3.1 through

3.3.

7.0 PROCEDURE

7.1 Preliminary treatment of most matrices is necessary because of the complexity and

variability of sample matrices. Groundwater samples which have been preflltered and acidified will

not neeå acid digestion. Samples which are not digested must either use an intemal standard or

be matrix matched with the standards. Solubilization and digestion procedures are presented in

Sample Preparation Methods (Chapter Three, lnorganic Analytes).

7.2 Set up the instrument with proper operating parameters established as detailed below.

The instrument must be allowed to become thermally stable before beginning (usually requiring at

least 30 minutes of operation prior to calibration). Operating conditions - The analyst should follow

the instructions provided by the instrument manufacturer'

7.2.1 Before using this procedure to analyze samples, there must be data available

documenting initial demonstration of performaneæ. The required data document the selection
criteria of background conection points; anatytical dynamic ranges,'lhe applicable equations,

and the uppeitimits of those ranges; the method and instrument detection limits; and the

determinatíon and verification of interelement conection equations or other routines for

conectíng spectralinterferences. This data must be generated using the same instrument,
operating conditions and calibration routine to be used for sample analysis. These
documented data must be kept on file and be available for review by the data user or auditor.

7.2.2 Specific wavelengths are listed in Table 1. Other wavelengths may be

substituted if they can provide the needed sensitivity and are conected for spectral

interference. Because of differences among various makes and models of spectrometers,
specific instrument operating conditíons cannot be provided. The instrument and operating
conditions utilized foi determination must be capable of providing data of acceptable quality

to the program and data user. The analyst should follow the instructions provided by the
,nstrumenimanufacturer unless other conditions provide similar or better performance for
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a task. Operating conditions foraqueous solutions usually vary from 1100 to 1200 watts
forward power, 14 to 1B mm viewing height, 15 to 19 liters/min argon coolant flow, 0.6 to 1.5
Umin argon nebulizerflow, 1to 1.8 mUmin sample pumping ratewith a l minute preflush
time and measurement time near 1 second per wavelength peak for sequential instruments
and 10 seconds per sample for simultaneous instruments. For an axial plaSma, the
conditions will usually vary from 1100-1500 watts forward power, 15-19 liters/mín argon
c.oolant flow, 0.6-1.5 Umin argon nebulizer flow, 1-1.8 mUmin sample pumping rate with a
1 minute preflush time and measurement tíme near 1 second per wavelength peak for
sequential instruments and 10 seconds per sample for simultaneous instruments.
Reproduction of the Cu/Mn intensityratio at 324.754 nm and 257.610 nm respectiVely, by
adjusting the argon aerosol flow has been recommended as a way to achieve repeatable
interference conection factors.

7.2.3 The plasma operating conditíons need to be optimized prìor to use of the
instrument. This routine is not required on a daily basis, but only when first setting up a. new
instrument or following a change in operating conditions. The following procedure is
recommended or follow manufacture/s recommendations. The purpose of plasma
optimization is to provide a maximum signal to background ratio for some of the least
sensitive elements in the analytical array. The use of a mass flow controller to regulate the
nebulizer gas flow or source optimizatíon software greatly facilitates the procedure.

7.2.3.1 lgnite the radial plasma and select an appropriate incident RF power.
Allow the instrument to become thermally stable before beginning, about 30 to 60
minutes of operation. While aspirating a 1000 ugiL solution of yttrium, follow the
instrument manufacturer's instructions and adjust the aerosol canier gas flow rate
through the nebulizer so a definitive blue emission region of the plasma extends
approximatety from 5 to 20 mm above the top of the load coil. Record the nebulizer
gas flow rate or pressure setting for future reference. The yttrium solution can also
be used for coarse optical alignment of the torch by observing the overlay of the blue
light over the entrance slit to the optical system-

7.2.3.2 Afler establishing the nebulizer gas flow rate, determine the solution
uptake rate of the nebulizer ín mUmin by aspirating a known volume of calibration
blank for a period of at least three minutes. Divide the volume aspirated by the time
in minutes ánd record the uptake rate; set the peristaltic pump to deliver the rate in
a steady eïen flow.

7.2.3.3 Profile the instrument to align it optically as it will be used during
analysis. The following procedure can be used for both horizontal and vertical
optimization in the radial mode, but is written for vertical. Aspirate a solution
containing 10 ug/L of severalselected elements. These elements can be As, Se, Tl
or Pb as the least sensitive of the elements and most needing to be optimize or
others representíng analyticaljudgement (V, Cr, Cu, Li and Mn are also used with
success). Collect intensity data at the wavelength peak for each analyte at I mm
intervals from 14 to 1B mm above the load coil. fl-his region of the plasma is refened
to as the anatytical zone.) Repeat the process using ttie calibration blank.
Determine the net signal to blank intensity ratio for each analyte for each viewing
height setting. Choose the height for viewing the plasma that provides the best net
intensity ratios for the elements analyzed or the highest intensity ratio for the least
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sens¡t¡ve element. For optimization in the axial mode, follow the ínstrument
manufactureds instructions.

7.2.3.4 The instrument operating condit¡on fìnally selected as being optimum
should provide the lowest reliable instrument detection limits and method detection
limits.

7.2.3.5 lf either the instrument operating conditíons, such as incident power
or nebulizer gas flow rate are changed, or a new torch injector tube with a different
orifice intemal diameter is installed, the plasma and viewing height should be re-
optimized.

7.2.3.6 After completing the inítial optimization of operating conditions, but
before analyzing samples, the laboratory must establish and initíally verify an
interelement spectral interference conection routine to be used during sample
analysis. A general description conceming spectral interference and the analytical
requirements for background conection in particular are díscussed in the section on
interferences. Criteria for determining an interelement spectral interference is an
apparent positive or.negative concentration for the analyte that falls withín * one
reporting limit from zero. The upper control limit is the analyte instrument detection
limit. Once established the entire routine must be periodically verified every six
months. Onty a portion of the conection routine must be verified more frequently or
on a daily basis. lnítial and periodic verifìcation of the routine should be kept on file.
Special cases where continual verification is required are described elsewhere.

7.2.3.7 Before daily calibration and after the instrument warmup period, the
nebulizer gas flow rate must be reset to the determined optimized flow. lf a mass
flow controller'is being used, it should be set to the recorded optimized flow rate, ln
order to maintain valid spectral interelement coneclion routines the nebulizer gas
flow rate should be the same (. ZVo change) from day to day.

7.2.4 For operation with organic solvents, use of the auxiliary argon inlet is
recommended, as are solvent-resistant tubing, increased plasma (coolant) argon flow,
decreased nebulizer flow, and increased RF power to obtain stable operation and precise
measurements.

7.2.5 Sensitivity, instrumental detection limit, precision, linear dynamic range, and
interference effects must be established for each individual analyte line on each particular
instrument. All measurements must be within the instrument linear range where the
conection equat.ions are valid.

7.2.5.1 Method detection limits must be established for aÍl wavelengths
utilized for each type of matrix commonly analyzed. The matrix used for the MDL
calculation must contain analytes of known concentrations within 3-5 times the
anticipated detection limit. Refer to Chapter One for additional guidance on the
performance of MDL studies.

7.2.5.2 Determination of limits using reagent water represent a best case
situation and do not represent possible matrix effects of real world samples.
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7.2.5.3 lf additional confirmation is desired, reanalyze the seven replicate
aliquots on two more non consecutive days and again calculate the method detection
limit values for each day. An average of the three values for each analyte may
provide for a more appropriate estimate. Successful analysis of samples with added
analytes or using method of standard additions can give confidence in the method
detection limit values determined in reagent water.

7.2.5.4 The upper limit of the linear dynamic range must be established for
each wavefength utilized by determining the signal responses from a minimum for
three,. preferably five, different concentration standards across the range. One of
these should be near the upper limit of the range. The ranges which may be used
for the anatysis of samples should be judged by the analyst from the resulting data.

The data, calculations and rationale for the choice of range made should be

documented and kept on file. The upper range lirnit should be an observed signal
no more than 10% below the level extrapolated from lower standards. Determined
analyte concentrations that are above the upper range limit must be diluted and
reanaþed. The anatyst should also be aware that if an interelement correction from
an analyte above the linear range exists, a second analyte where the interelement
correction has been applied may be inaccurately reported. New dynamic ranges
should be determined whenever there is a significant change in instrument response.
For those analytes that periodically approach the upper limit, the range should be

cfrecked every six months. For those anatytes that are known interferences, and are
present at above the linear range, the analyst should ensure that the interelement
conection has not been inaccurately applied.

NOTE: Many of the alkali and alkaline earth metals have non-linear response curves
due to ionization and self absorption effects. These curyes may be used if the
instrument allows; however the effective range must be checked and the second
order curve fit should have a conelation coefficient of 0.995 or better. Third order fits
are not acceptable. These non-línear response curyes should be revalidated and
recalculated every six months. These curves are much more sensitive to changes
in operating conditions than the linear lines and should be checked whenever there
have been moderate equipment changes.

7.2.6 The analyst must (1) verify that the instrument configuration and operating
conditions satisfy the anatytical requirements and (2) maintain quality control data confirming

instrument performance and analytical results.

7.3 Profile and calibrate the instrument according to the instrument manufacture/s
recommended procedures, using the typical mixed calibration standard solutions described in
Section 5.4. Flush the system with the calibration blank (Seclion 5.5.1) between each standard or
as the manufacturer recommends. (Use the average intensity of multiple exposures for both

standardizatiôn and sample analysis to reduce random enor.) The calibration curve must consist
of a minimum of ä blank and a standard.

7.4 For all analles and determinations, the laboratory must analyze an ICV (Section 5.6),

a calibration blank (Seclion 5.5.1), and a continuing calibration verification (CCV) (Section 5.7)

immediatety following daity calibration. A calibration blank and either a calibration verifìcation (CCV)

or an ICV must be anaþed after every tenth sample and at the end of the sample run. Analysis of
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the check standard and calibration verification must verify that the instrument is within t 10% of
calibration with relatíve standard deviation < 5% from replicate (minimum of two) integrations. lf
the calibration cannot be verified within the specified limits, the sample analysis must be

discontinued, the cause determined and the instrument recalibrated. All samples following the last

acceptable lCV, CCV or check standard must be reanalyzed. The analysis data of the calibration
blank, check standard, and ICV or CCV must be kept on file with the sample analysis data.

7 .5 Rinse the system with the calibration blank solution (Sectíon 5.5.1) before the analysis

of each sample. The rinse time will be one minute. Each laboratory may establish a reduction in

this rinse time through a suitable demonstratíon.

7.6 Calculations: lf dilutions were performed, the appropriate factor:s must be applied to

sample values. All results should be reported with up to three significant figures.

7.7 fheMSA should be used if an interference is suspected or a new matrix is encountered.

When the method of standard additions is uied, standards are added at one or more levels to
portions of a prepared sample. This technique compensates for enhancement or depression of an

analyte signal by a matrix. lt will not correct for additive interferences, such as contamination,

interãlement ¡nterferences, or baseline shifts. This technique is valid in the linear range when the

interference effect is constant over the range, the added analyte responds the same as the

endogenous analyte, and the signal is conected for additive interferences. The simplest version of

this tãchnique is the single addition method. This procedure calls for two identicat aliquots of the

sample solution to be taken. To the first aliquot, a small volume of standard is added; while to the

second aliquot, a volume of acid blank is added equal to the standard addition. The sample

concentratíon is calculated by: multipllng the intensity value for the unfortified aliquot by the volume
(Liters) and concentration (mg/L or mg/kg) of the standard addition to make the numerator; the

à¡ffur"nc" in intensities for the fortifìed sample and unfortified sample is multiptied by the volume
(Liters) of the sample aliquot for the denominator. The quotient is the sample concentration.

For more than one fortified portion of the prepared sample, linear'regression analysis can be

applied using a computer or calculator program to obtain the concentration of the sample solution-

NOTE: Refer to Method 7000 for a more detailed discussion of the MSA.

7.8 An altemative to using the method of standard additions is the intemal standard

technique. Add one or more elements not ín the samples and verified not to cause an interelement

spectral interference to the samples, standards and blanks; yttrium or scandium are often used. The

cbncentration should be suffìcient for optimum precision but not so high as to alter the salt

concentration of the matrix. The element intensity ís used by the instrument as an intemal standard

to ratio the analyte intensity signals for both calibration and quantitation. This technique is very

usefut in overcoming matrix interferences especiatty in high solids matrices.

8.0 OUALITY CONTROL

8.1 All quality control data should be maintained and available for easy. reference or

inspection. Atl quality control measüres described in Chapter One should be followed.

8.2 Dilute and reanalyze samples that exceed the linear calibration range or use an

altemate, less sensitive line for which quality control data is already established.
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8.3 Employ a minimum of one method blank per sample batch to determ¡ne rf contamination
or any memory effects are occuning. A method blank is a volume of reagent water carried through

the same preparation Process as a sample (refer to Chapter One).

8.4 Analyze matrix spiked duplicate samples at a frequency of one per matrix batch. A

matrix duplicate sample is a sample brought through the entire sample preparation and analytical
process in duPlicate.

8.4.1.1 The relative percent difference between spiked matrix duplicate
determinations is to be calculated as follows:

tD.-D^l
RPD= " '' x100

QDr+DrlY2

where:

RPD = relative percent difference.
Dr = first sample value.
Dz = second sample value (replicate).

(A controllimit of t20% RPD orwithin the documented historical acceptance
limits for each matrix shall be used for sample values greater than ten times the
instrument detection limit.)

8.4.1.2 me spifeO sample or spiked duplicate sample recovery is to be

within *,25% of the actuaf value orwithin the documented historical acceptance limits
for each matrix. .

8.5 lt is recommended that whenever a new or unusual sample matrix is encountered, a

series of tests be performed prior to reporting concentration data for analyte elements. These tests,

as outlined in Sections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2, will ensure that neither positive nor negative interferences

are operating on any of the analyte elements to distort the accurary of the reported values.

'8.5.1 Dilution Test: lf the analyte concentration is sufficiently high (minimally, a

factor of 10 above the instrumental detection limit after dilution), an analysis of a 1:5 dilution

should agree within 
't 

10% of the original determination. lf not, a chemical or physical

interference effect should be suspected.

8.5.2 Post Digestion Spike Addition: An analyte spike added to a portion of a
prepared sample, or its d¡lution, should be recovered to within 75o/o lo 125o/o of the known

value. The spike addition should produce a minimum level of 10 times and a maximum of

100 times the instrumental detection limit. lf the spike is not recovered within the specified

limits, a matrix effect should be suspected.

CAUTION: lf spectral overlap is suspected, use of computerized compensatlon, an altemate
- wavelength, or comparison with an altemate method is recommended.
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8.6 Check the instrument standardization by analyzing appropriate QC samples as follov¿s.

8.6.1 Verify calibration with the Continuing Calibration Verification (CCV) Standard

immediately following daily calibration, after every ten samples, and at th9 end of an

analytical run. Check calibration with an ICV following the initial calibration (Section 5.6).

At the laboratory's discretion, an ICV may be used in lieu of the continuing calibration

verifications. lf uied in this manner, the ICV should be at a concentration near the mid-point

of the calibration curye. Use a calibration blank (Section 5.5.1) immediately following daily

calibration, after every 1O samples and at the end of the analytical run.

8.6.1.1 The results of the ICV and CCVs are to agree within 10% of the

expected value; if not, terminate the analysis, conec{ the problem, and recalibrate the

instrument.

8.6.1.2 The results of the check standard are to agreewithin 10% of the

expected Value; if not, terminate the anatysis, conect the problem, and recalibrate the

instrument.

8.6.1.3 The results of the calibration blank are to agree within three times the

lDL. lf not, repeat the analysis two more times and average the results- lf the

average is not within three standard deviatíons of the background mean, terminate

the aáalysis, conect the problem, recalibrate, and reanalyze the previous 10

samples. lf the blank is less than 1/10 the concentration of the action level of

interest, and no sample is within ten percent of the action limit, analyses need not be

rerun and recalibration need not be performed before continuation of the run.

8.6.2 Verify the interelement and background correction factors at the beginning

of each analytical run. Do this by analyzing the interference check sample (Section 5.8).

Results should be within t20% of the true value.

9.0 METHOD PERFORMANCE

g.1 ln an EPAround-robin Phase 1 study, seven laboratories applied the ICP technique

to acid-distilled water matrices that had been spiked with various metal concentrates. Table 4 lists

the true values, the mean reported values, and the mean percent relative standard deviations.

g.2 Performance data for aqueous solutions and solid samples from a multilaboratcry

study (9) are provided in Tables 5 and 6.
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TABLE 1

RECOMMENDED WAVELENGTHS AND ESTIMATED INSTRUMENTAL DETECTION LIMITS

Aluminum 308.215 30

Antimony 206.833 21

Arsenic 193.696 35

Barium 455.403 0.87
Beryflium 313.042 0-18

Boron 249.678x2 '3.8
Cadmium 226.502 2.3
Calcium 317.933 6.7
Chromium 267.716 4.7
Cobalt 228.616 4.7
Copper 324.754 3.6
lron 259.940 4.1

Lead 220.353 28
Lithium 670.784 2.8
Magnesium 279.079 20
Manganese 257.610 0.93
Mercury 194.227Y2 17

Molybdenum 202.030 5.3

Nickel 231.604YA 10

Phosphorus 213.618 51

Potassium 766.491 See note c
Selenium 196.026 50
Silica (S¡o2) 251.611 17

Silver 328.068 4.7
Sodium 588.995 19

Strontium 407.771 O.2B

Thallium 190.864 27
Tin 189.980x2 17

Titanium 334.941 5.0
Vanadium 292.402 5.0
Zjnc XZ.A56y2 e

"Thu *"u"lengths listed (where x2 indicates second order) are recommended because of

their sensitivity and overall acceptance. Other wavelengths may be substituted (e.9., in the case. of

an interference) if they can provide the needed sensitivity and are treated with the same conective
techniques foi speciral interference (see Section 3.1). ln time, other elements may be added as

more information becomes available and as required.

bThe estímated instrumental detection limits shown are provided as a guide for an

instrumental limit. The actual method detection limits are sample dependent and may vary as the

sample matrix varies.

"Highly dependent on operatíng conditions and plasma position.
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TABLE 2
POTENTIAL I NTERFERENCES

ANALYTE CONCENTRATION EQUIVALENTS ARISI
INTERFERENCE AT THE 100-mg/L LEVEL

NG FROM
c

lnterferant
a,b

Wavelength
(nm)Analyte AlCaCrCuFeMgMnN¡TiV

Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic

Barium
Beryllium

Cadmium
Calcium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper

lron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese

308.215
206.833
193.696

455.403
313.O42

226.502
317.933
267.716
228.616
324.754

259.940
220.353
279.O79
257.610

o.47
1.3

0.17
o.02

0.005

'"' o.21

0.04
0.04

-. 1.4
0.25 0.45

1.1

0.04 0.05

2.9
0.44

0.08

0.08

0.03
0.01
0_003
0.005
0.003

0.01 :o'
0.03

0.03

0.15
0.05

õ.0.
0.04

0.02
0.03

0.11
0.01

0.12

0.13 0.25
0.002 0.002

0.03

0.09

:
0.005

0.07 0.12

Molybdenum 202.030
Nickel 231.604
Selenium 196.026
Sodium 588.995
Thallium 190.864
Vanadíum 292.402
Zinc 213.856

0.05

0.23
0.08

0.30
0.02

0.29

a ;-,ashes indicate that no interference was observed even when interferents were introduced at the
following levels:

Al- 1000 mg/L Mg - 1000 mg/L
Ca - 1000 mg/L Mn - 200 mg/L
Cr - 200 mg/L Tl - 200 mg/L
Cu - 200 mg/L V - 200 mg/L

. Fe - 1000 mg/Lo 
Thu figures recordeð as analyte concentrations are not the actual observed concentrations; to obtain

^ those figures, add the listed concentration to the ínterferant figure.
' lnterferences will be affected by background choice and other interferences may be present.
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TABLE 3
MIXED STANDARD SOLUTIONS

Solution Elements

I Be, Cd, Mn, Pb, Se and Zn

ll Ba, Co, Cu, Fe, and V
lll As, Mo
lV Al, Ca, Cr, K, Na, Ní,Li, and Sr
V Ag (see "NOTE".to Section 5'4), Mg' 'Sb, and Tl

VI P
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Sample No.3

Accurac/
(%)

9B

99

99

105

100

96

99

101

93

90

92

100

102

B5

RSDb
(%)

5.2

3.3

1.1

17

3.3

7.9

6.0

13

1 6

2 1

14

14

9.4

8.3

Mean
Conc.
(uq/L)

176

99

169

63

50

67

178

161

13

108

55

80

82

8.5

True
Conc.
(uq/L)

180

100

170

60

50

70

180

160

14

120

60

80

80

1 0

Sample No.2

Accuraq/
("/ù

100

100

99

86

100

100

95

103

116

100

93

1 25

1 1 I
142

RSDb

9.8

6.7

2.9

23

1 B

40

15

33

16

4 1

11

32

45

42

Mean
Conc.
(uq/L)

20

1 5

69

19

1 0

11

1 I
62

2.9

20

28

30

1 I
8.5

True
Conc.
(uq/L)

20

1 5

70

22

1 0

11

20

60

2.5

20

30

24

1 6

6

Sample No. 1

Accurac/
("/ù

9B

99

100

104

99

94

99

99

96

73

9B

94

100

80

RSDb
(%)

6.2

2.7

1 B

7.5

3.8

5.1

3.0

5.6

12

I 0

5.8

1 6

5.6

21.9

Mean
Conc.
(uq/L)

733

345

749

208

149

235

594

696

48

512

245

236

241

32

True
Conc.
(uq/L)

750

350

750

200

150

250

600

700

50

700

250

250

200

4CI

Element

Be

Mn

V

As

Cr

Cu

Fe

AI

cd

Co

Ni

Pb

Zn

Sec

à
oc
g)

o
=
o
=.f(o
T
o(o
0)
3
3o

tñ
F¡ì

3
'tr TABLE 4. ICP PRECISION AND ACCURACY DATAA

lruot "tt 
elements were analyzed by all laboratories.

"RSD = relative standard deviation.
lResults for Se are from two laboratories.oA""ur"ry 

is expressed as the mean concentration divided by the true concentration times 100.

o)
C^)

z.c
on
(¡)
@
(o
(o
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Accuract'
(%)

TABLE 5

ICP-AES PRECISION AND ACCURACY FOR AOUEOUS SOLUTIONS"

Element

Mean
Conc.
(mg/L) ¡o

RSDb
(%)

AI
Sb
As
Ba
Be
cd
Ca
Cr
Co
Cu
Fe
Pb
Mg
Mn
Mo
N¡

K
Se
Ag
Na
TI
V
Zn

14.8
15.1
14.7
3.66
3.78
3.61

15.0
3.75
3.52
3.58

14.8
14.4
14.1
3.70
3.70
3.70

14.1
15.3
3.69

14.0
15.1

3.51
3.57

I
8
7
7
I
B

I
I
B

I
B

7
I
I
I
7
I
I
6
I
7
I
I

6.3
7.7
6.4
3.1
5.8
7.0
7.4
8.2
5.9
5.6 .

5.9

4.2
8.5

5.9
6.5
4.3
6.9
5.7
b.þ
7.5
9.1

100
102
oo
oo

102
97

101
101
95
97

100
97
96

100
100
100
oq

104
100
95

102
95
96

6.6
8.3

"these performance values are independent of .sample preparation because the labs analyzed
portions of the same solutions

bN = Number of measurements for mean and relative standard deviation (RSD).

"Accuracy is expressed as a percentage of the nominal value for each analyte in acídífied, multi-
element solutions.
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TABLE 6

ICP.AES PRECISION AND BIAS FOR SOLID WASTE DfGESTS"

Element

Spiked Coal Fly Ash
(NIST-SRM 1633a)
Mean
Conc. RSDb
(ms/L) Nb Ø)

Spiked Electroplating Sludge

Bias"
(%AAS)

Mean
Conc.
(ms/L)

RSDb
(%)

Bias"
f/oAAS)Nb

AI
Sb
As
Ba
Be
cd
Ca
Cr
Co
Cu
Fe
Pb
Mg
Mn
Mo
N¡
K
Se
Ag
Na
TI

Zn

330 I
3.4 6

21 B

133 8
4.0 B

0.97 6
876
2.1 7
1.2 6
1.9 6

602 I
4.6 7

158
1.8 7

Bg1 B

1.6 6
468
6.4 5
1.4 3

208
6.7 4

1010 5
2.2 6

16
73
B3

8.7
s7

5.7
5.6

óÞ
21

9.7
8.8

22
15
14
19

8.1
4.2

16
17
49
22

7.5
7.6

104
96

270
101
460
101
208
106
94

118
102
94

110
104
105

91
98
73

140
130
260
100
93

13
24

8.6
20
oo
9.9
7.O
7.8

11
7.8
5.6
5.6

20
9.6

36
9.6
5.8

13
19
9.8

20
11

2.5

110
120
87
5B

110
90
97
93
85
97
9B
9B
B4
95

110
90
82

101
270

95
180
80

101

127
5.3
5.2
1.6
0.9
2.9

954
154

1.0
156
603

25
35

51
8.7
0.75

1 380
5.0
1.2

266

5.9
1.4
9.5

8
7
7
B

7
7
7
7
7
B

7
7
I
7
7
7
I
7
7
B

7
6
7

uThese performance values are independent of sample preparation because the labs analyzed
portions of the same digests.

bN = Number of measurements for mean and relative standard deviation (RSD).

"Bias for the ICP-AES data is expressed as a percentage of atomic absorption spectroscopy (AA)
data for the same digests.
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METHOD 601OB

TOMIC

Revision 2
December 1996

Start

7. 1 Pretreatmenr
of the sample.

7.2 lnstrument
s etu p.

7.3 lnstrument
calibratio n.

7.4 Run calibration
verification and

calibration blank and
analyze to determine

if calibration
acceptable.

7.5 Flush system
with calibratíon

blank before analysis
of each sample.

7.6 Perform
calculations.

7.7 - 7.8 Perform any
corrective measures

necessary for
accurate analysis.

Stop
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Procedure for storage of data from chemical Page 1 of 6pages

analysis in the EIMP project
Date: 23.02.99

Printed date: 99.03.08 Issue no: 001

Procedure for storage of data from chemical analysis
in the EIMP project

Oddvar Rgyset
Norwegian Institute for Air Research, NILU, Norway.
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Printed date: 99.03.08

Procedure for storage of data from chemical Page 3 of 6 pages

analysis in the EIMP project
Date: 23.02.99
Issue no: 001

1. lntroduction
This procedure describes recommendation for the storage of various data for chemical
monitoring systems used within the EIMP project.

1.1 Storage time for archives

It is generally recommended in quality systems that all data should be archived and be

available for inspection for at least -5- years. Exceptions for this rule may be where
electronic media stores the same data in a safe way.

2. Archives of forms
2.1 Site forms

The site forms shall be stored in binders. It is recommended to save the forms for each
site in separate binders. In each binder it is advisable to separate the site forms for
different sampling systems.

2.2 Chromatograms

The daily printouts of chromatograms from the ion chromatographs should be stored in
binders. If these data are also stored electronically (on tapes or CDs) these paper
printouts may not be stored for more than one year.

2.3 Worksheet for chemical analys¡s

It is recommended to gather the results for the daily analysis on worksheets ("Laboratory
worksheeet Ion Chromatography") before they are entered into Excel or laboratory
database (LIMS) systems. The Laboratory worksheets should be filled in during the
quality assurance control of the chromatograms from the ion chromatographs (or
printout from other types of instrumentation).

2.4 Excel data storage and report¡ng forms

When all data have been properly quality controlled they are entered into the Excel data

storage and reporting forms. It is recommended to store the Excel worksheet with data

for each yeat a separate directories on the computer, i.e. "Datal998" etc. The following
Excel workbooks are recommended:

gfi'rP N|LU OR 38/99
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Procedure for storage of data from chemical Page 4 of 6 pages

analysis in the EIMP project
Date: 23.02.99

Printed date: 99.03.08 Issue no: 001

Table 1

Recommended workbooks for of data

2.5 Field blanks

It is recommended to make a separate log of the results for the field blanks, using a
separate binder named "Field blanks". The data should also be stored in an Excel
Workbook with graphical presentation (see Table 1). It is of high importance to have a
good documentation of these to get a quick overview of the blank values of the sampling
and analysis systems.

3. Electronic storage of data
3.1 Electron¡c storage of data from the Dionex Peaknet chomatography

system

It is recommended to prepare a directory structure which facilitates easy access to the
rawdata (data for each sample) files from the Dionex Peaknet chromatography system. A
directory structure which is efficient is to make one catalogue (directory) for each month
containing the year and month, (i.e. YYMM , 990I,9902,9903 etc.). Under each of
these monthly catalogues a daily catalogue is made where the results for the single day is

stored. For convenience these catalogues may be named MMDD plus additional
information of choice. The directory structure for February 1999 may thus look like:

Table2.

Report tvpe Excelfile name Gomments
Report SO2 SO2_template.xls The Report SO2 is a Excel workbook

.with one sheet for data and one for
oraphical presentation for each site.

Report NO2 NO2_template.xls As above

Report Passive N02 NO2_pass ive_tem plate.xls As above

Report Passive SO2 SO2_pass ive_tem plate.xls As above

Report Dustfall Dustfall template.xls As above
Report PMlo PM1O_template.xls As above

Report Lead Lead template.xls As above
Field blanks Fieldblank_template.xls Prepare one sheet for each component

in one Excelworkbook

YYMM-catalooue MMDD-catalooues Alternative names
9902

o201 so2 0201
0203 NO2 0203

0228

N|LU OR 38/99
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Procedure for storage of data from chemical Page 5 of 6 pages

analysis in the EIMP project
Date: 23.0299

Printed date: 99.03.08 Issue no: 001

The analysis results for each sample is in Peaknet stored in an Microsoft Access
database under the directory Peakneldatabase with the name Peaknet.mdb. During
analysis this database aggregates data and may eventually become rather. It is
recommended to store this database under a separate name which is used for archiving
old data. Depending on the production of data, this may be done on monthly, quarterly
or yearly basis. For the EIMP program it is probably sufficient to do the archiving of this
database on a yearly basis.The Peaknet.mdb file is thus copied to another name, such as

Peaknet_9801_9806.mdb (to take care of data from January to June 1998), or
Peaknet_9901-99l2.mdb (for the whole year). The original Peaknet database is now
emptied for data and new data may now be stored there.

3.2 Permanent electronic storage of data

All data of relevance which are captured non PCs must be stored on permanent storage
media. Such media may be an extra harddisk, a tape, a CD or a high capacity floppydisk
(aZIP drive). For convenience we recommend a system consisting of an extra harddisk
and a ZIP drive, which facilitates an appropri ate data safety with a low cost of work.

3.2.1 Extra Harddisk on Peaknet PC

The production of data from the Peaknet system is rather large. About 100 MB per
month is needed, so that a harddisk of 1500-2000 MB is necessary to cover one year. It
is recommended to install an extra harddisk on thePeaknet PC (named for example E)

3.2.2 ZIP drive

AZIP drive is a high capacity floppydisk with a capacity of at least 100 MB per disk.
The ZlPdrive may be connected to a serial port on the PC or directly inside the PC, and
named drive F. It may be advisable to connect it onto the serial port so that the ZIP drive
may be moved between different PCs.

3.3 Procedure for electronic storage

The following procedure should facilitate a good data safety:

Make the same data directories for Peaknet data on the backup harddisk of the PC, i.e.
990 1/SO2_020 1, 990 1/S 02_0202 etc.

For good data safety it is important to copy the Peaknet data directory on the C harddisk
to the same directory on the backup harddisk (E) each day.

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99
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Printed date: 99.03.08

Procedure for storage of data from chemical Page 6 of 6 pages

analysis in the EIMP project
Date: 23.02.99
Issue no: 001

At the end of the month the whole directory for that month (i.e. 9901 etc.) is copied to
theZIP drive. Make sure that all the subdirectories is copied to the ZIP drive.:theZlP
drive is labeled with month and year and stored in a safe place.

At the end of the year the data are thus stored on 12 separateZlP drives. The backup
harddisk of the PC (E) contains also the 12 monthly catalogues. Check that the monthly
ZIP drives contains all the data on the backup harddisk and store the ZIP drives in a safe
place.

The data on the backup harddisk may now be deleted, and the backup harddisk is now
free to be used for the data created in the future year.

N|LU OR 38/99 EfMP
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Environmental lnformation
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA-Danida-COW¡
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt

Tel:202 525 6442,Fax;202526 6447

Memo

To: Biarne Sivertsen
Copy to: Mohammed Fathy, Ahmed El Seoud,

Joergen Simonsen, Ulla Lund, Anwar
Ahmed

From Oddvar Røyset
Subiect Equipment needs at CEHM
Date: 03.03.1999

Equipment needs at CEHM of Cairo University

During my second visit at the CEHM at Cairo University I noticed some
shortages of equipment. The equipment listed below, is strongly recommended
for the measurements of SO2, NO2 , TSP, PM10 and dustfall measurements for
the EIMP project.

Equipment type Priority Approximate price
DKK

Vacuum oumo for VOC canisters 1 max 40000
lnjection device for Gas Chromatograph for VOC collected in
canisters

1 not available by
03.03.99

Printer 1 ca 5 000
New PC for lon chromatographs
with mirror harddisk, ZlPdrive for backup, ethernetcard, CD write
and read. Windows95/98

1 ca 15 000

Vacuum pump for filtration device for dustfall measurements 1 not available by
03.03.99

Upgrade of Peaknet software from 4.0 to version 5.1 1 not available by
03.03.99

EfMP N|LU OR 38/99
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Comments

Vacuum pump for VOC canisters
A vacuum pump is needed for the evacuation of VOC canisters. The pump
must be of a special quality - oil free pump (to avoid hydrocarbon
contamination of canisters by oil from the pump).

A suitable pump is the type
Vacuubrand MD 4Yario
Vacuubrand MD 4C Vario

Injection device for Gas Chromatograph for VOC collected in canisters
The Gas Chromatograph used for VOC analysis of VOC canister samples
must have an injection device appropriate for injection of gas samples. The
detailed specifications of this is not clear at 03.03.99.

Printer
There is a strong need for a printer which should be attached to Ahmed
Solimans PC, or the PC where the data for the analysis are stored in the excel
worksheet laboratory database. For quality control the graphs for the data

achieved for the different stations should be plotted on a weekly basis in order
to quickly sort out possible problems.
A laserprinter or equivalent is recommended.

PC for ion chromatographs
The PC on the ion chromatograph is old and do not have facilities for proper

data security routines. I recommend strongly to get a new PC for this purpose
The new PC for Ion chromatographs should contain:
17" monitor
CD-drive with read and write

Harddisk of at least 2 GB
Extra harddisk of at least 2 GB (minor harddisk)

ZlPdrive for backup
Ethernetcard for communication with ion chromatographs
Windows95/98

With the use of a mirror harddisk and aZP drive it is possible to develop
good routines for data storage and security.

Vacuum pump for filtration device for dustfall measurements
The laboratory wishes to get a small lowcost vacuumpump for the filtration
device used for dustfall samples.

Upgrade of Peaknet software
The current version of the Peaknet chromatography software used at the

CEHM laboratory is v.4.0. It is recommended to upgrade to the latest

version, v. 5.1., as this version have many new useful features.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Instrumentation at CEHM

HP 6890 Series Gaschromatograph.
HP Purge and trap Concentrator for VOCs in water samples.
N2 generator for generating GC carier gas.

Thermo Environmental Instruments mod 640 VOC steel canister sampler

sfup NILU OR 38/99
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ãThermo Environmental
7E Instruments Inc.

I'CDLAT¡LE OI|G,INIG

CANISTETI SAMPLER

MODEL 640

. 'lrent¡r-four hour
sample; approxi-
mately three liters
under negative
pressure

o Sampling is initiated
and terminated at
programmed time(s)

o Evacuated canister
.ills as pressure
equalizes

. Gompletely DIC pow-
ered and portable

. Optional critical
orifices for sample
periods of 1, 3 or
I hours

The Thermo Environmental
Instruments Inc. Volatile Organic
Canister Sampler (VOCS) is a portable,

automatic sampler. It offers a quick

and accurate method for sampling

trace{evel volatile organic compounds

in ambient air. The sampler uses an

evacuated canister, programmable

timer and a latching solenoid valve.

The VOCS is convenient for sampling

at hazardous waste sites, leaking
underground tanks or for high-rise

structures, among other uses.

The VOCS is lightweight and easily

transported from one site to another.
The user only has to set the timer and

the unit operates automatically. The

valve automatically latches open at the
programmed time and air is pushed

through the unit by the atmospheric

pressure. The critical flow orifice is

sized to provide an appropriate sample

flow. At the end of the sample cycle,

the valve latches closed and the sample

is ready for laboratory analysis.

The SUMMA@ passivated sixliter
stainless-steel canister is fabricated to
the highest standards of cleanliness

with specially prepared interior surfaces

treated by the SUMMA@ polishing

process. Only Nupro@ stainless-steel

valves are used in the T.E.l. VOCS,

ensuring an organic-free sample train.

The components of the sampler are

available separately for purposes of
manual grab sampling or to meet

unique customer needs.

N|LU OR 38/e9 EîMP



lntermediate Flow
Sampler Specifications

Air Quality Monitoring Programme B1

Volumetric standard 2.1 cm3/min (31/24 hr).

Clear anodized aluminum, 2 mm (0.080 in) thick.

Critical orif¡ce.

S¡x liter, stainless steel, SUMIVA@ polished.

Stainless-steel.

0-30 in Hg.

1 20 VAC/60 Hz or 220 VAC/50 Hz.

No Éy'C power required for sampling, completely D/C powered.

Seven-day solid-state dig¡tal programmable timer with 20 set po¡nts to permit custom scheduling sampling periods.

41 cm (16 in - Height) x 38.8 cm tl5 1/4 in Width) x 30.5 cm (12 in Depth) - 0.0443 m3 (1 .56 ft3).

51 cm (20 in Height) x 51 cm (20 in Width) x 63.8 cm (25 in Depth) - 0.16 m3 (5.79 ft3).

13 ks {28.5 lb} / 17.5 kg (38.5 lb).

Fixed flow rate orifices available: 2.1 cm3/min (24-hour sample periodl; 6.3 cm'/min (8-hour sample period);

16.7 cm3/min (3-hour sample period); 50.0 cm'/min (1-hour sample period)

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Flow Rate:

Shelter:

Flow Controller:

Canister:

Sample Traín:

Vacuum Gauge:

Chargíng Circuit:

Power:

Digital Programmable Ïimer:

Assembled Dimensions:

Shipping Dimensions:

Net Weight/Shipping Weight:

0PT¡O¡lS

Critical Orifice:

Êil:{frir¿r,:ry ii : m e nta I i"T:ii'"ni%î!:ålä1å5å"rþlÏ $å9Í¿',íi 
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